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The purposes of this thesis have been to show the ad-
vance in "Written English of American Corporations" since
1850 to the present time with an historical sketch of the
English language as an introduction.
I hope that the suggestions for the written English in
the classes of letters which compose the body of the manu-
script will be of some practical value to those who may read
them. What is being done in the training of correspondents
in corporations may also prove interesting.
I am particularly indebted to Professor Roy Davis,
Assistant Dean and Head of the Department of English, College
of Business Administration of Boston University for the
generous assistance he has given me and to Dr. Edwin Chamber-
lin, Professor and Head of the Department of Psychology,
College of Business Administration, Boston University, for
his helpful suggestions.
Business men realize the importance of improvement in
letter writing, consequently much has been written on the
subject recently. However, if I have added something more,
then my work on the "Written English of American Corporations
has not been in vain.
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CHAPTER I
A Brief History of Written English
Introduc tion
The origin of writing is lost in obscurity, but un-
doubtedly it originated in some form of picture drawing.
Thi3 origin seems to be indicated by the countless drawings
that have been found in caves scattered over most of the
globe. One of the earliest and most important of languages
recorded in so-called picture writing is that of the ancient
Egyptians. In tombs, on monuments, and in a few precious
papyrus scrolls, we have a rather full record of the relig-
ious, political, and daily life of Egyptian life as far back
as 4000 B.C.
Our English language, however, has only a remote rela-
tion with that of ancient Egypt. It is true that part of
our alphabet may be dimly suggested by some of the hieroglyph-
ics, but our language really comes from a very different
source. It belongs to the great Indo-European family, that
had its origin probably in the vicinity of the Ural Mountains
thousands of years ago. To this family belong most of the
languages that are really familiar to us; such as Greek,
Latin, French, Spanish, German, and Dutch. These languages
are all close relatives of our English, and most of them
have had very important influences in making our speech what
it is today.

We first catch sight of English as a written language
in the time of the Anglo-Saxons or Old English, but even a
casual glance at a page of Anglo-Saxon shows that it is very
different in many important ways from the English that we use.
Anglo-Saxon was the native tongue of England from perhaps the
middle of the fifth century of our era until about the close
of the tenth century. Indeed it remained always the English
language in one way, for as a spoken tongue, Anglo-Saxon
gradually changed through the centuries until it appeared in
scarcely recognizable form as modern English. As a written
language, however, Anglo-Saxon almost entirely and suddenly
disappeared with the Norman Conquest in 1066.
How different that now dead language is from ours is
apparent by a comparison of the first two verses of the
Gospel of Saint John with the same verses in our Autho ri z ed
Version
.
Anglo-Saxon
On frymthe waes Word, and thaet Word waes mid Gode, and
Gode waes thaet Word
Thaet waes on fruman mid Gode.
Authorized Version
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God.
The same was in the beginning with God.
As a matter of fact, the written language as we know it,
really begins in the so-called Middle-English Period for at
that time Geoffrey Chaucer (1340-1400) chose to write his
immortal "Canterbury Tales" in the language of everyday life.
He did this in defiance of most of his contemporaries, for
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practically all books were then written in England either in
Latin or French. But Chaucer bravely demonstrated that
English could be a real literary language (or the language of
genuine literary expression); and from hi3 time, more and
more English writers wrote in their mother tongue. By the
middle of the seventeenth century Shakespeare, Milton, and
a host of other eminent authors had once and for all shown
that English can be used as an adequate form of expression
for almost any possible kind of thought.
The vehicle of expression had now been prepared, and
when in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries England ex-
panded into a great empire with a world-wide trade, she had
ready a language excellently fitted to meet the needs of both
her intellectual and industrial expansion.
In this report, we shall be concerned with English as
the language of industry, especially with it as the written
language of American business. For our American language is
a modification and adaptation of the English language, just
as our American constitution is a modification and adaptation
of the English constitution changed to fit our needs.
3

Definition
Written English is the "act of forming letters belonging
to, characteristic of, or pertaining to the language of the
people of England or those descended from them."* Thus, when
a person expresses words on paper in the language of the
people of England, he is using written English.
From an historical standpoint, American English is based
on the English of the seventeenth century, the great era of
colonization in America. Immigration has since affected the
language considerably, but the general tendency has been to
comply with the standards of England, particularly in writing.
On the other hand, local influences and the development of
national life have led to some decided changes at least in
vocabulary
.
Therefore, "Written English of American Corporations" may
be defined as standard English that is expressed in words
suitable for business concerns or companies in America.
Advancement of the Language from Earliest Times
The A B C's were a very important invention, the great
work of past civilizations, transmitted to us for an in-
heritance forever. They brought to us our recorded history
and literature which made possible the newspaper and tele-
graph of today.
At first, rude pictures were drawn representing for
example the sun, the moon or a likeness of a pear with some
1
"The Winston Simplified Dictionary."

little sign to indicate whether "pear," "pare," or "pair" was
meant. Then, too, each figure stood for a syllable instead
of a word. Each figure also meant a separate letter. In
consequence of this, we had the beginning of the alphabet.
Our present alphabet has undergone much change from
this picture writing, similar to that used by the American
Indians
.
The Phoenicians deserve credit for making the alphabet
more simple and for scattering it abroad. They passed it on
to the Greeks, then to the Romans who passed on to us a
modified set of symbols. A drawing of an eagle became changed
to look like our letter "A" and came thus to be known not
only as an eagle but the sound "A" as well.
The history of the language for our direct purpose be-
gins with the Anglo-Saxons who used this Roman alphabet.
When in 449 A.D., they (the Angles, Saxons and Jutes, heathen
Teutonic tribes from the north of Europe, near the Danish
peninsula), invaded Britain, they found a different race, the
Kelts, speaking a tongue foreign to the nnglo-Saxon. TThen
the Kelts had been subdued, and the Anglo-Saxons had become
firmly established in the island, they called it " Angl e -land
"
or England and gave their speech to the country.
Most of the words in English that express common re-
lations or simple ideas, those having to do with everyday
life, have come down to us from the Anglo-Saxon. It is
interesting to note that 80% of the words in Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address are Anglo-Saxon.
-5-

Of 20,000 written words that we use:l
Anglo-Saxon
Latin and derived languages
Greek (some through Latin)
Other sources
This chart represents the proportion in still another
way that composes our language.
2
A simpler classification could be given in this manner:
1. Latin--words of classical origin
2* Saxon -Te ut oni c - -native words
As a general rule, Saxon concerns the heart and mind
more and so arouses more directly a simple idea or feeling.
Latin, on the other hand, is more accurate for making deli-
cate distinctions and appeals more deeply to the emotions.
The English of Bacon and Shakespeare, even though more
modern than that of Wyclif and Chaucer, was still not our
English. If we were to hear it pronounced, it would be
quite unintelligible.
The English of the Anglo-Saxon period, differs in cer-
tain respects from our modern speech as much as Latin from
Spanish.
In the fourteenth century, English was becoming the
1 and 2Page 47—"Brief History of the English Language" pre-
pared for use in the West High School, Rochester, New York--
386 Bibliography.
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3,681--
9,432--
2,493--
1,535--

language of the court, of the schools, of public documents.
A renewed use of English in literature was also noticeable.
Johnson's dictionary, published in 1755, did much to
establish the spelling of English. It is held responsible
by many for the lack of law or reason. Spelling ought to
show the pronunciation of words and at the same time, if
possible, the derivation of the word. Much of our spelling
shows neither. In this dictionary, accents only were marked.
Other dictionaries published in England were: Universal
Etymological Dictionary of Bailey published in 1721--one by
William Kenrick, indicating particular vowel sounds in 1773--
Perry's in 1775—Sheridan's in 1780--Walker ' s in 1791. The
American lexicographers were Webster and Worcester in 1800.
Improvement in the language took place in the sixteenth
century while the strongest instability was found in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In 1859 London English,
that used in and near the city of London, was considered the
standard written language.
In England, there were six distinct dialect divisions:
1. Lowland of Scotland
2. Northern
3. Midland
4. Western
5. Eastern
6. Southern
The Lowland Scotch has in modern times a distinct
literature of its own.
There were no marked dialects in America. What there
were seemed slight, however, in the east, west and south.
There is no one locality in America, where the speech is

acknowledged by all aa standard usage.
When the language of the two countries is considered,
more differences naturally appear. Vocabularies differ
according to changes in government, social customs, intro-
duction of foreign words and so on. For example, "drapery"
is English for dry goods, "dicky* for American rumble seat
and "washer" for our dish pan.
The following sketch will sum up some of the historical
facts in the English language,
1
ELEMENT HOW ACQUIRED DATE HHARACTEH
First Latin 1, From Romans
on
continent
2. Thru Kelts
in
Britain 400-
Place names
Winchester,
Lancaster,
Worcester
First Keltic From Kelts in
Britain 450-
Common and
ge ographi c
names
Aberdeen,
n ii n a a ft *Lf UJ1U C C *
Crag
Second Latin Conversion by
Roman Monks 597-
Church words
new products
altar
bishop,
prie st
First Scandinavian Danish Invasion 787-
Common and
geo graphi c
t e rms
Whitby,
Oglethorpe
Third Latin Norman Conquest 106 6-
War, law,
f eudali sm
,
hunt
,
church,
et c ,
Fourth Latin Revival of
Learning
1453-
to
date
Book words
to our pre-
sent exten-
sive vocabu-
laries
"Page 46— "Brief History of the English Language "- -Pre par ed
for use in the West High School, Rochester, New York
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CHAPTER II
Written Business of Various Periods Compared with
Modern Types
Diction
About 1850, in letter writing which was all done in long
hand with a quill pen and ink, it was very bad taste to use
any degree of familiarity in a letter whatsoever. Formality
was the quality stressed. Consequently, the salutation of
the letter began generally with the word "Sir" only.
These are some of the suggestions that were recommended
in Justin Brennan's "Composition and Punctuation." M l. Neat-
ness and perspicuity. 2. Brevity desirable. 3. Notes made
on letters as soon as received. 4. An index to correspondence
in a book in some large business houses."
Advice to a young man "commencing business" was given in
such a manner. "As far as possible, buy or sell for cash, or
at the shortest credit possible; by adopting this rule, you
will avoid the chance of being entangled in complicated
affairs, which frequently prove ruinous,"
Endings were given in some such fashion, "I am, with
great regard, gentlemen, your obedient humble servant.**
This next might be called a collection letter of the
1850 period used in England.

Great Winchester St., 12th Jan. 18--
Joseph Manning, Esq., Piccadilly
Sir,--I am very much surprised at your inattention, in a
matter of so much importance as a dishonored draft. Re-
ferring you to my note of the day before yesterday, informing
you that your acceptance of 38£ had been noted for non-payment,
I now beg to say, that if the draft be not immediately taken
up, I shall be compelled to have recourse to measures no less
unpleasant to me than disgraceful and disagreeable to yourself.
I am, sir, yours etc.
T. Williams
From a book published in 1872, the following suggestions
were given. Avoid--l. Interlineation of words, letters.
2. Blots. 3. Florishes. 4. Cross-lines. 5. Und e r 1 i ni ngs
.
6. Erasures. 7. Postscripts. 8. The ampersand. 9. Figures
for words. 10. Lead-pencil writing.
An illustration of a complimentary close was, "In haste,
but sincerely, I remain, Sir, your obedient humble servant,
George Payne"
Below this is given a sample of a letter written at
that time.
620 Broadway, New York
August 3, 1872
Dear Sir,--I should be much obliged could you spare the first
volume of "Hume's History of England" a few days longer, as a
member of the Library Association wishes to have a sight of it
-10

just now, though the usual time of detention has expired.
Your obedient servant,
To John Smith Samuel Dunning
Librarian
A further suggestion in letter writing was given: "When
the business acquaintance has been of long standing, of uni-
form good faith, and it may be presumed to have ripened into
confidence and friendship, it is proper to use expressions
significant of that relation, thus: I am, dear Sir, faithfully
yours etc. H
"A business letter should be brief, and its sentences
should go direct to the point. With the exception of the
usual complimentary formalities, it should not contain a
single superfluous word. H l
Style
"Vfe are often directed to write just as we would talk;
for it is said writing is only talking on paper. One should
write to his correspondent as he would converse with him
face to face.** This, however, is only true in part, for the
spoken language will always be freer than the written.
It is always best to avoid:--l. Bombast (opposite of
simplicity) 2. Slang words. 3. Foreign words and phrases.
4. Tautology of meaning and words. 5. Parentheses. 1*
"A business letter should indulge in no departure from
the line of true dignity."
bibliography for books published in 1850 and 1872 for
this chapter.
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Structure or Porm--Mechanics
Letter-writing in 1850 and 1872 did not involve as much
planning as the business letter writing of today. In those
days, indentions were always made, and slight attention was
given to the date, the writer's address, the salutation which
never varied much from "Sir" or "Dear Sir;" later, the body
of the letter, the extremely courteous closing and the sig-
nature were noticed. Even then in 1872 there wasn't much
variety in letters. The address was indented on the envelope.
Legible penmanship, of course was of the utmost importance.
Today, letter-writing is much more finished, in fact, it
is treated as one of the arts. So much is at stake in the
business world that there is much to consider.
Aside from the essential parts of the letter, such as:
1. Heading
(a) Mailing address of writer or
Letter-head
(b) Date of the letter
2. Inside address (name, title and address of
person to whom the letter is written.)
3. Salutation
4. Body of the letter
5. Complimentary close
6 . Signature
other important matters are: the opening and closing sen-
tences, the language used, whether sufficiently correct or
concise, the right kind of stationery as to color, size,
second sheets, and letter-heads which do not advertise too
much* Then, too, the form and appearance must be given
^"These dates were chosen because very few books were written
on the subject before 1850 and not many were available until
after 1900.
-12-

close attention. However, more important than all these at
present is the choice of words.
Among other questions to be asked aret Shall we use
the block system throughout our letter or the indented? How
many lines shall we have in the address on the envelope?
What is the correct way to fold the letter? How much should
be written in the body of the letter to make it effective?
What is to be the position of the date, the complimentary
close and the signature?
As business has increased, the demands on the business
letter-writer have multiplied and have become much more com-
plicated. Just as vocabularies have increased to such a
large extent since 1500, so, also, has progress been made in
letter-writing since 1850.
There is no doubt that the mass of business writing is
done in the form of letters. The variety differs much since
1850 for today we have in addition to the letters, advertise-
ments of all kinds, reports, catalogs, circulars and others.
Therefore, since the aim of letters, particularly sales--
Chapter VII, ad jus tment-«Chapter X and credit and collection--
Chapter XI, is to stimulate action, word effectiveness is the
important study.
There is more to be said on this subject of business
words in the next chapter, also.
-13-

CHAPTER III
Written English Compared with the Spoken Language
of Commerce
Definitions
•Inasmuch as no reasoning process can be explained or
communicated to another person without words, we are practi-
cally limited to such reasoning as is reduced to the form of
language. Hence we shall always be concerned with words, but
only so far as they are the instruments for recording and
referring to our thoughts. *1
We use language or words for a threefold purpose:
(1) For communication
(2) For a help to thought
(3) As a means of record or note
Written English, which refers to the third purpose for
language, can be carried a step further here. We can say
that this English should be a means of communication that has
accuracy and is complete and applicable to business principles
The spoken language of commerce refers to words or inter-
course uttered concerning trade.
To connect the spoken with the written language, we come
to the question of selecting and handling words and ideas to
express what has already been decided upon. Thus we have the
threefold purpose of language.
Je vons --" Le s s ons in Logic M --Page 10
-14-

Dif f e rences
Written English in business differs in several ways
from oral language. A salesman cannot hope to succeed in
letter-writing if he attempts to reproduce, exactly, the
face-to-face language he is accustomed to use in talks with
clients
•
The letter must try to accomplish in one page approxi-
mately what the salesman in a personal interview attempts to
finish in not less than twenty times the number of words.
Furthermore, the letter can get the same effect but, because
it must do so in a definite space, the writer is forced to
select words with exactness and assemble them with great care.
What will be the reader's conclusion? The salesman has
several points of contact to suit a customer's attitude, where-
as the correspondent has one set of sentences in which to
make his appeal.
Therefore, the letter-writer must win the attention of
the reader with a single well-chosen point. He must concen-
trate upon this so effectively that doubts and questionings
are not aroused, since he cannot meet objections as they arise.
Whatever is included in the letter is the result of a severe
sifting process by which the writer is competent to present
his message persuasively.
We might say, that the written and spoken languages are
rather parallel ideas connected by the cross current of
thought. To be sure, impressions are made in both instances.
Consequently, it is not only important to write English
-15-

correctly but also to speak it intelligently. This is
particularly true in business when so much is at stake. After
all, getting new business is as important as retaining old.
On the other hand, more time is saved by letter than by per-
sonal conferences.
Nevertheless, a certain amount of conversational style
is necessary in the letter to keep it from becoming too
formal. There is bound to be a slight difference in the
selection of words used in conversation than in the choice of
written speech
.
The length of sentences is something also to consider
in both instances. Unless a salesman practices talks in
long, coherent sentences purposely, he is apt to use short
and simple sentences.
Personality must be inserted in the letter along with
other characteristics about which the salesman, speaking to
the prospective buyer, does not need to think.
A favorable impression is necessary in both cases. The
salesman must not bore with long speeches any more than should
the writer.
Considerable business is transacted orally today. This
important fact must not be overlooked nor neglected. Slip
shod methods of any description do not encourage good business.
However, an important development recently in the spoken
language is radio advertising. Corporations are very severe
in their criticisms of incorrect use of English in oral
addresses.
16

Pronunciation and enunciation are given much concern at
the present time. Since radio broadcasting is one of the
chief forms of advertising today, it is extremely important
that the words uttered by word of mouth are absolutely correct.
It is in oral expression that colloquialisms, provincialisms
and slang are apt to occur more than in the written style.
Characteristics of Each
Among other characteristics of the written and spoken
language of trade we consider imagination. At this time, the
second purpose of language occurs--as a help to thought.
Imagination is more essential to the correspondent than to
the salesman dealing personally with the customer. The
writer finds it necessary to use words that will allow the
recipient to see what is being described.
The quality, imagination, is the most difficult to
develop. People do not want to think. Of the four vocabu-
laries, "(1) thinking (2) speaking (3) writing and (4)
reading, 1* the first is the one the writer uses least.
However, when imagination is aroused, much can be
accomplished. The business executive of the corporation
becomes a man of vision, formulates plans and thereby works
out campaigns of all descriptions. He improves present con-
ditions because he has something more workable, efficient and
useful than at present existed.
For example, a manufacturer of electric refrigerators
is able to put on the market by means of original ideas
-17-

something the public wants. Imagination gives him the power
to create new ideas.
Selection of words, too, is very important. The business
man must not use trite or obsolete expressions, for they lack
originality and force.
Jevons says, "There is no part of Logic which is more
really useful than that which treats of the ambiguity of
terms, that is of the uncertainty and variety of meanings be-
longing to words. Nothing indeed can be of more importance
to the attainment of correct habits of thinking and reasoning
than a thorough acquaintance with the great imperfections of
language
.
Comparatively few terms have one single clear
meaning and one meaning only, and whenever two or more meanings
are unconsciously confused together, we inevitably commit a
logical fallacy. M l
Words spoken or written, flashed over a wire, start
wheels moving, direct armies into action, decide the success
and triumph or the failure and tragedy of world events. They
are the flesh, blood and bone of business expression.
New situations are constantly springing up in business
that make it worth while to have in reserve a large and varied
vocabulary. It is very important, however, that technical
words whether written or oral shall be simplified, so that
they will be understood by the average person.
Jevons-- H Lessons in Logic *--Page 27
-18-

CHAPTER IV
Reports
Definition
A report is a periodic or specific account of practical
information, impersonally written, generally presented by a
person who is responsible for the subject matter to those he
addre s s e s
.
Reports are becoming more significant today in public
and corporate dealings. The chief concern in report writing
is to get the viewpoint of the one addressed. Therefore, it
is of extreme importance to know what is to be included and
how it is to be arranged clearly, accurately and briefly.
The need for more written expression is increasing,
since its use is realized in every profession, whether it may
be a small statement of the events of the day, or a complex
article on some engineering project of a large corporation.
The present day report writing is one of the interesting
developments of the past century, even though the idea of such
writing, in one form or another, is several centuries old.
The principal parts of report writing are: (l) collecting
facts (2) the outline (3) the chief section of report (4)
conclusion. These may be supplemented by an index if lengthy,
an appendix, a bibliography (not always necessary), and a
table of contents.
The first collecting facts, not only includes collecting
information but choosing what is essential and discarding the
-19-

unimportant; therefore, an
toward forming results for
outline
writing
of this is
the report
very helpful
itself.
Description of Classes
1) Statistical records give in a small space, a true
picture of facts. By means of these results can be compared
very easily without much study of the report.
When it is necessary to explain these figures, however,
the letter form is used. This letter differs from the business
letter, since it is strictly impersonal. The W I H and M you w
attitude or the friendly contact is lacking in the actual
report.
Types of letters used are letters of inquiry, and answers
to such, which combine the friendliness of the business letter
with the clear, accurate, condensed facts in the particular
instance. Facts are considered extremely important in the
report letter.
Letters of instructions from managers to salesmen, from
a president to an office manager or from a foreman to a
superintendent are other examples of statistical reports.
Confirmation sheets are still another form used and cover
only the principal features of a single conference. These
may also appear as a memorandum.
2) Reports on research require much more time for the
finished product. In fact the actual work may take years
before the report is ready for circulation. History, science
and literature are delved into for new developments, new
-20-

classifications, new types of machinery, new interpretations
and so on. Business today is very much dependent on research
since competition plays such an important part in industrial
fields
.
3) Summaries are very often used when an explanation is
necessary to accompany statistics. The following illustration
in part is taken from an audit report for one of the oil
corporations in America.
1
FORM 292-S
The Southern Oil Company
Sales Department
Audit Summary
Station Springfield, Mass.
Agent H. K. Adams
Audit From
November 23 , 1933 to January 7, 1934
GASOLINE
RANGE
OIL
FUEL OIL
RED YELLOW GREEN NO. 1 NO. 2 NO.
4
Total Output 28746 136754 53279 125869 153012 430714 66578
Loss 405 1342 437 2669 2025 144
Percentage 1.5 1.0 .8 1.0 .5 .2
American Oil Company for illustrations on pages 21, 22 and 23
-21-

Temperature this audit, 33 --Teape ratur e yesterday* 3 0--
VTeather- -Cloudy
What in your opinion is the cause of Difference?
Explanat i on
Due to the fact that the engineering department is re-
building this plant, it has been nece sary to shift two kinds
of gasoline from one tank to the other. It is, therefore,
natural that the losses in the firs* two should be above normal.
A contributing factor to the losses in all products is that
we have had the most severe December weather in years.
It would pay us to equip this station with a meter on
one of the fuel oil lines, since there are exceptionally
heavy peddler deliveries, etc.
Some companies often issue questionnaires to keep
answers to explanations as compact and clear as possible.
These help to reduce to a minimum the tediousness of writing
reports at the close of the business day. These may appear
in some such manner:
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QUESTIONNAIRE
(Consisting of 30 questions)
Station
Answer questions below by making a check («*) in the p roper column
(a) Accounting
l a Are instructions pertaining to accounting
matters on file?
2. Was your check of Forms C90 as to delivery
satisfactory?
3. List books checked
4. Are customers making checks payable to the
company?
5. Is the equipment ledger posted currently?..
YES NO
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Written reports undoubtedly save time. A busy official
can glance over wel 1 -prepared schedules more quickly than he
can listen to the same plan when delivered orally. This
report may be read at his convenience when it is not always
possible to grant an interview at a specified hour.
Precision is the chief requisite in a report so that it
may be understood easily by those who read it whether it is
in a corporation or in various departments in the national,
state or municipal governments.
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CHAPTER V
Intramural correspondence
Definition
Intramural is taken from two Latin words meaning "within
the walls." When applied to correspondence it means writing
used within the confines of a corporation. It is often
necessary to send instructions to various branches of a
concern
.
The L. E. Waterman Company, manufacturers of Fountain
Pens have offices in New York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco,
Montreal, London and Paris. It is important that all these
branches get the information which is gathered in the main
office. This type of business writing is then used. Again,
it may be necessary to send information between departments
in one office*
In both instances, a separate letter will not have to be
written for each branch office nor for each department. For
example, if the main office is located in New York, an inter-
company letter goes from there to Paris. This letter or a
copy of it may then be sent to London and so on. In like
manner, one interoffice or interdepartmental letter may be
sent from the Sales Department in the Chicago office to the
Accounting Department there. Many copies of this Sales
Department letter may be sent as well to the thousand or more
salesmen on the road who get instructions from the Chicago
branch. All this saves time and expense for the firm.

Correspondence of this nature not only includes in-
structions but may also refer to memoranda which includes
written telephone messages, personal interviews or conferences,
resolutions agreed upon, lists of various kinds and others.
Style
The style of the memorandum should be brief so that the
contents are made clear at a glance. The date and signature
or initials of the person responsible for the notes should be
written, with the subject at the top of the card or sheet.
The information stated should be as brief and accurate as
possible. Sometimes such expressions as "Re" and "In re,"
for regarding or in reference to, are used for clearness or
brevity but are not absolutely essential.
Internal and Branch House Forms Correspondence between
departments or branches of the same company does not require
the same form as letters to persons outside the firm. The
heading, if used at all, may consist of the date only. The
subject is usually written in a conspicuous place. Then the
name of the person addressed may appear. The complimentary
close is generally lacking and the signature is typed rather
than written by hand.
Another form frequently seen has a printed letter-head
imparting the required information and the words "To, From,
Date and Subject" at the top with sufficient space beneath
them. No other heading, address, salutation, complimentary
close, or signature is then required.
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Me chanic
8
Special paper is sometimes used for memoranda which
become a part of the permanent records file. Ordinarily,
it is smaller in size, possibly in card form, and often
colored to indicate the subject or the department.
Intramural letters are written on plain paper which has
no printing or letter-head. Mimeographed copies of general
instructions are used extensively in some corporations.
When the letter-head is used, it is much smaller and
less conspicuous than that printed on regular stationery. It
is printed on the paper more for identification than for
advertising purposes. A cheaper grade of paper can be used.
A practice now common in many offices is to have envelopes
of different colors with the address of a department or office
printed. This saves the time of the stenographer and the
mailing department. Certain colors in the correspondence
are associated with definite subjects.
Some concerns go so far as to use colored ink for specific
details in interdepartmental literature. This often serves
as an advertising medium. Various types of machines are
responsible for color in ink. For example, the ditto machine
registers copy in purple ink.
Illustrations
The General Electric Company in Boston has one type of
buff colored stationery for its internal correspondence.
There is at the left hand side a letter-head in miniature or
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or the trade mark General^^Electric with the following words
directly below, spaced about a quarter of an inch apart:
Internal Correspondence, Subject, Location, Reference. The
size of the paper is 8-^- by 11 inches. The paper, itself, is
of much lighter weight than that of the outside correspondence
stationery.
The American Oil Company has several types of office
memoranda, inter-office and inter-company correspondence,
some of which will be explained.
Form Number
Inter-Company Correspondence
From At Date
To At File Ref.
Sub j ec
t
This type is always addressed from and to heads of the
office, regardless of who writes the information, as the file
reference denotes the person or department from which the
letter originates.
These file references are set up as follows, a separate
letter for each department: (A) Division Manager, (B)
Assistant Division Manager, (C) Office Manager, (D) Gen-
eral Clerk, and so on.
The head of the department uses the symbol itself, while
persons in his department use the symbol plus a digit, for
example, (H) Credit Man, (H-l) Assistant Credit Man, (H-2)
Head Ledger Clerk, etc.
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The purpose of this file reference is to facilitate the
sorting of the mail when it is received and, later, when it
is to be distributed to the various departments.
This firm^ also uses several forms of pencil memoranda,
one for use in place of the typewritten illustration already
described. Another is form $035 which is used by traveling
employees when corresponding with the home office. This is
in a notebook and is written with a carbon. Still further,
there is #294 Office Memorandum Pad used by the American Oil
Company which may be used either within the office or for
short notes to men in the field. The size of this pad is
half of the regular 8-^- by 11 inch standard business stationery.
Two kinds of envelopes are used for this correspondence:
one is regular business size, buff colored, with "Inter-Office
Mail" printed in the center with the word "For" in the lower
left-hand corner. These are intended for individual purposes
and may be sealed for personal mail. The other is larger and
generally used for more extensive information.
American Oil Company
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CHAPTER VI
Advertisements
Development
No discussion of the language of business could very
well omit the style and diction of advertising. The American
business man is the greatest advertiser in the world; he be-
lieves in publicity and spends annually millions on it.
To show how important advertising is, the department
stores in Greater New York alone spend annually more than
$5,000,000 in advertising. In a single year manufacturers,
wholesalers, retailers, mail-order houses and smaller miscel-
laneous lines of business spend $500,000,000 in direct adver-
tising.
By way of illustration, one hundred years or so ago,
soap was made for the whole family by the housewife. Today,
she buys it chiefly because the science of soap-making has
advanced to such an extent that she has been educated, by
means of advertising, to buy branded soaps.
The housewife formerly knew only one kind of cereal,
corn, bread, and medicine which she prepared herself. At
present, by means of advertising, she knows that she can buy
a variety of cereals, corn or corn products, bread and medicine
and many others, as well.
This information she gets not only when she goes to the
store, but also when she rides in the street car. When she

reads newspapers and magazines, she gets information about
up-to-date goods through very attractive advertisements.
Whether she wants to listen or not, the radio is con-
stantly reminding her of toothpaste she ought to use, correct
lubrication for winter driving, what kind of coffee is best
for breakfast, the cough syrup to have in the house and what
is on sale at one of the chain stores. To be sure, all the
branded food products save her much time and expense.
Today, the advertising man must know more than the
article he advertises. He must be completely absorbed in it,
so that he talks, acts, thinks and lives with that product.
He must study every aspect of its periods of growth from the
beginning to the finished goods.
He should keep posted on world affairs, recent discover-
ies, problems of his competitors and advertise with those in
mind •
He should be a student of human nature and he should be
aware of the influence seasons and communities exert upon
people. He should understand clearly that certain sections
of the country are richer than others; that some are noted
for one type of industry and some for another. For example,
he would not think of trying to get a market in New England
for heavy tractors which are used in regions where large scale
farming is carried on. In Florida, he would not expect to
sell many oil burners.
Then, too, he must classify people into groups: those
who can afford luxuries, those who buy some comforts, and
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those entirely dependent on necessities. These must be
considered in announcing goods for publication.
Advertisements are kept before the public by means of
newspapers, magazines, calendars, house organs, blotters,
posters, hand bills, papers put out by retail stores,
announcement cards, radio, and in many other ways. There is
no other country in the world that is so advertisement-
conscious as the United States.!
Appeals Designated
There are many appeals resorted to as selling points in
advertisements. One very modern one is the direct appeal by
radio to which reference has already been made. If the
product i3 kept constantly before the public, there will be a
greater demand. The name of the article is associated with
the product in the person's mind when the need arises for
that product.
Color is widely used today, particularly in magazine
advertisements . For example, the General Electric Company
advertisements, those of the Frigidaire, manufactured by
General Motors Company and a host of others found in current
issues use color advantageously.
Much up-to-date information in regard to recent improve-
ments, new methods and new styles are found in this type.
Black and white is used effectively in some advertisements
as is noticed in the Wrigley Spearmint Gum announcements in
street car cards.
*See Chapter on Advertisements-- M ii]nglish of Commerce"-Opdycke-

Then, too, the bargain instinct is still used very
efficiently, particularly when a time limit is hinted at.
Sometimes shoes are sold in this way or goods that are only
on sale, for instance, Monday mornings, in the department
stores.
Another appeal that attracts considerable attention is
reduced prices. Special opportunity of any kind makes a
strong appeal to a large number of persons. Of course, there
are people who are prepared to pay the price anyway and take
much pride in so doing.
Advertising is worth while that combines some of the
foregoing methods in the effort to attract attention, make
impressions and produce results. A jingle, a trade-mark, a
headline, an illustration, a special type, a slogan, a border,
a coupon, well-planned spacing may be used to emphasize the
appeal. In both retail and wholesale advertising, some of
these are used in the display for the purpose of sales appeal.
Some of the companies using the trade-narks, jingles,
slogans and so on are best illustrated by the following:
"When Better Automobiles Are Built Buick Will Build Them,"
Campbell Soup Company generally has a new jingle in every
announcement, Smith Brothers* Cough Drops, "Sventually Why
Not Now," "They Satisfy," "His Master's Voice," "Not A Cough
In A Car Load," "It's Ovenized," and a host of others.
Analysi s
In the advertisement itself vexing problems arise.
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Arrangement, spacing, length and fifty other things from the
color of paper to the position of an advertisement on a printed
page are matters of concern.
Then the actual tone or style is to be considered. If
the narrative style is used, then care should be given to the
ideas involved. Too many thoughts tend to confuse the reader.
Interest is lessened. Illustrations are always helpful.
Sincerity in the advertised product encourages greater con-
fidence •
To create desire, an appeal may be made to vanity,
intelligence, person or actual need.
If the advertisement has all three requisites, attention,
interest and desire, action should come naturally. This may
be supported by stating a limited number of anything, by an
attached coupon among others.
The writer of advertisements most not only be a student
of arts but also know something about literature and psychology
For example, in advertising food, he must know how to
appeal to the emotions, what pictures or sketches to use, and
then apply such adjectives that are pleasing to the universe.
Some of these are "appetizing, delicious, and refreshing.
The choice of words requires much care, if the language
is to be animated and powerful. It should be easy, pleasant,
definite and as natural as possible.
The English written in advertisements often differs from
that of the English which is used in letter writing. For
example, a word begins with a capital letter or is written in
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capitals. Sentences and paragraphs tend to be short, to make
easy reading. Phrases are frequently written in place of
sentences. If punctuation is used, it is often limited to
periods. Then the whole 3et-up usually departs from that of
an ordinary page of prose.
The writing should also denote absolute faith in the
goods. It should be brief but to the point. The present
tense should be used as much as possible. Modest language
should be considered, keeping self in the background. It
should be remembered that some expressions sound too boastful,
as "Leads them all," "None better" and "Best on the market,"
above all, specific terms should be used rather than general.
In this chapter, to summarize, advertisements are de-
signed to reach masses of people, and are widely distributed
so that they can be read by everybody in newspapers, magazines,
street cars, and on billboards.
Like sales letters they aim to get results but differ,
as will be noticed in the next chapter, in that they are not
personal communications sent to specific addresses.
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CHAPTER VII
Sales Letters
Objects of each letter
The chief object of a sales letter is to sell goods to
the prospective buyer. In order to bring about a completed
sale, one in which the buyer is genuinely satisfied, the sales
letter must have the fundamentals of an advertisement, referred
to in Chapter VI, that is, attention interest, desire, and
action.
This type of letter may find a purchaser for an article
which ranges from one dollar to a thousand or more. It may
sell a fountain pen or an automobile.
The mailing list is to be lengthened by means of the
sales letter in some large corporation, in procuring new
customers. For instance, mail-order houses such as Montgomery
Ward Company and Sears, Roebuck and Company will sell an
enormous variety of goods by means of- such a letter, as
automobile tires to hundreds of thousands of customers.
These objects are accomplished when there is an appeal
to the purchaser's curiosity. He may buy for profit through
resale. Perhaps there is no other reason than that he buys
for pleasure. Again, if he is an extremely busy man, there
is always an appeal to the saving of time, effort, and money.
Another function of a sales letter is that greater
earning capacity can be obtained. Of what benefit, financially,
will the object be to him, the buyer questions, as he reads
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the letter.
Other appeals in sales letters are: (l) love of possession,
(2) love of luxury, (3) vanity, (4) comfort, (5) actual
need, (6) cleanliness, (7) convenience, and (8) imitation.l
Points of superiority or inferiority
The mechanical details should be pleasing to the eye,
that is, the general display should be attractive.
The letter should be correct in form and in complete
accord with the standards of usage practiced by the majority
of business houses everywhere.
The typewriting should be clean, fresh and uniform with
no erasures or letters struck over. Margins and spacing
should be even and consistent.
Since the real aim of the letter is to get a full reading,
it must be neat and without mistake.
Correct grammar, including punctuation and sentence
structure is an important consideration. Do the sentences have
unity, coherence, emphasis and harmony? The language should
be so clear that the reader will grasp the meaning by reading
the letter once. Sincerity is also appreciated by most people.
If the language of a letter is faulty, it will receive
less thoughtful and interested attention than it would other-
wise.
As to style, the first sentence is of much weight. Use
words which have force or vitality. Avoid apologies and un-
pleasant or painful experiences. The more definite and
1 Opdycke--"English of Commerce"-- H The Business Letter" Chapter
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specific the opening sentence is made, the more effective it
is likely to be. The opening sentence should encourage the
recipient to read further.
Does the ending stimulate the buyer to action? Is it in
good taste?
Ways to inspire action can be brought to pass by giving
specific directions, by calling attention to limited supplies
which will be exhausted before a specified date, by a suggestion
or a direct command in convincing words.
Do you read the letter because you want to or because you
are obliged. to? Those are tests which determine whether or
not the letter has interest.
Cheerful, enthusiastic, positive sentences get attention.
The "you" attitude often turns doubtful prospects into honest-
to-goodness customers. Moreover, the reader is made to feel
that the writer of the letter has his interests at heart. The
reader should be conscious of the fact that the message is
meant for him only, that is why it should be personal.
The interest of the prospective buyer is almost entirely
se If -cente red . How is he to be benefited by the article, his
family, helped his business increased he asks.
News items of the times encourage interest; seasonal
appeals are always helpful. If the rhetorical question is
used, it is quite important that the answer be in the affirma-
tive.
For example, we may have a question inclosed in a letter
thusly: "Do you realize the satisfaction to be gained from the
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use of a screened-in piazza?"
The news item could be written: "John Jones is taking
charge of our men's store today."
A brief story of an entertaining nature is attention-
getting because well-placed humor puts the reader in a re-
sponsive mood.
The sales letter-writer is beginning safely when he plays
up sport, adventure, love of fear, public affairs at the
opening of his letter.
The opening sentence should be brief and attractive yet
appropriate. The first paragraph should be short. After all,
simplicity and compactness are indispensable qualities.
In the conclusion of the letter, utilize the power of
suggestion. Make the sentences complete, yet brief. Careful
reading is usually produced by means of brevity.
The next questions the writer asks is "What impressions
have been made by the letter in general?" "Is there a belief
established in the article?"
Does the letter make a good first impression? Does it
arouse interest and encourage action? Is the language too
f o rmal
?
Would the correspondent buy the article from the strength
of the appeal in the letter? Is the letter well spaced on the
page?
Are the salutation, opening sentence and closing sentence
all that you expect of them?
Have the characteristics of the prospect been studied
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sufficiently, so that this letter appeals to him personally?
Finally, does this letter appeal particularly to the
individual as the advertisement does in general? Does it
make the sale? Is the action made easy?
Improvements suggested by me for letter-writing might be
summarized in the succeeding manner as the so-called Ten
Commandments for sales letter-writing:
(1) Be courteous
(2) Be definite
(3) Be correct
(4) Be neat
(5) Have brevity in sentence structure
(6) Completeness essential
(7) Be coherent
(8) Stimulate enthusiasm
(9) Be personal but not too familiar
(10) Get action
This original sales letter is one that has human interest
and gets action when it has appropriate set up:
Date
Name of the Automobile
Dear Prospective Buyer:
Now that Dad has had a splendid dinner and feels
in such good spirits, the family decide to hold a council
meeting. The subject has been discussed many times but has
not been definitely settled.
John speaks first and says: "For goodness sake,
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Dad, how about a new machine in place of the "old stone
crusher?"
Mary, for once agreeing with John-- H I'm positively
ashamed to be seen in the old car. It looks downright
shabby for a man in your position."
Mother adds: "The children are right, James. The
car appears even older now that the Browns have their new
car. Just think you might have lost the price of a new car
in the stock market crash, if you hadn't taken my advice and
sold your stock when you did."
Secretly, Dad is not so proud of the way the car looks
since his boss passed him one day last week and must have
noticed the ancient machine. The substantial raise in salary
certainly could be spent to advantage because after all, a man
has his position to live up to.
A man does feel better when he makes a good impression
on his family and neighbors.
Then, again, those new (name of machine) put out by the
A. B.C. Company did look mighty comfortable with their new
improvements as he passed by the sales room on the way home.
How pleased mother would be to get one for her birthday next
week •
Thus, the meeting of the family council is adjourned.
(Dad is convinced he will order the new machine tomorrow
without fail.)
The automobile company puts itself in place of the
family and uses the appeal to pride, to comfort, to personal
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benefit and so on. It is told in narrative style which
usually arouses interest.
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CHAPTER VIII
Circulars and Circular of Form Letter Group
A» Purposes
The circular is another form of advertising. A leaflet
in a letter may tickle the curiosity and attract. If this
is followed up with a booklet, interest may be established
and a catalog requested. The catalog may bring conviction
and induce action. Here once more we have the fundamentals
of Advertisements (Chapter VI) and Sales Letters (Chapter VII)
getting attention, interest, desire and action.
The impersonal nature of this type of letter makes it
difficult to get the message over to the public. Thus it
should be so written that it will resemble as closely as
possible a personal letter, to get the proper amount of
attention it deserves. Typewriter-type printed forms will
accomplish this end, and a space may be left for the insertion
of the individual name and address. It is necessary that the
color of the ink is the same as that of the printed form.
The uses of such letters are manifold. They are
generally sent to a selected group of individuals, "charge
customers" of retail stores, city employees, or those who are
entitled to special rates or discounts, announcements of
mergers with other companies or changes within the firms,
and advance notices for salesmen. However, the chief aim is
to make the sale, if not immediate, eventually.
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Some types of business require form letters for routine
work and do not make any attempt to conceal the fact that it
is a form letter. Then the complimentary address and compli-
mentary close are omitted. These are used by banks for over-
drawn accounts, mistakes to be pointed out, inquiries of all
sorts, general directions about operating various machines,
recent publications, opening credit with concerns, advance
sales information and many more. The number to whom the
letter is to be sent requires thought. Ordinarily, the letter
is well planned in advance and for this reason, gets more
satisfactory results than another kind of letter which lacks
this detail.
The following is a copy of a circular letter sent to
physicians which brought many requests for the booklet by
its reasonable, conservative tone:
Halsey Stuart & Company
Incorporated
Chicago New York
Philadelphia Detroit
Cleveland St. Louis
Boston Milwaukee
Minneapolis
201 South La Salle St.
Telephone Vabash 6900
Chicago, Illinois
August 9, 1926
The physician who looks forward to eventful retirement
from active practice, should, by all means, have a financial
objective during his most productive years.
Most physicians unfortunately do not set a definite
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financial goal. They apply themselves diligently to their
calling; they set aside what's left after living requirements
are met; and they hope--rather than definitely plan--that in
their later years, they will have accumulated sufficient
wealth to enable them to retire completely or partially from
their practice.
Even with such vague planning many physicians have their
hopes realized. Their chances however would be much improved,
if they would set up a well defined financial objective and
build toward it with a carefully conceived plan of accumulation.
Just how large an objective should be, will depend on
many factors, but there is a well defined minimum--it is an
investment fund, the income from which will maintain the
physician and his dependents in their accustomed 3tyle of
living after his productive years have passed.
Our booklet "Looking Ahead Financially," attempts to
help the physician provide the income he will need in old age,
by the wise disposition of the funds he can spare today. We
doubt if all the "Best Sellers" of 1930, summed up, will equal
this book for immediate and practical value of its suggestions.
A copy of this book will be gladly sent to you, entirely
without cost or obligation if you will signify your interest
by writing "yes" as the bottom of this letter, returning it to
us •
Yours very truly,
Halsey Stuart & Co.
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Booklets and Pamphlets
Under this group comes that vast amount of printed matter
loosely and variously called leaflets, folders, prospectuses
and circulars. For convenience, this printed matter has been
grouped; that is, Booklets and Pamphlets, Catalogs and Mail-
order Literature, House Organs and Miscellaneous or Novelties
even though a booklet may be a catalog at times. The booklet
may also have the properties of an important house organ or a
novelty as well.
The meanings of leaflet, folder and circular are no
doubt evident but a prospectus as given in the dictionary is
an outline of a proposed undertaking, a sketch or a yearly
catalog of a school and so on.
There are no standard rules in regard to these as to
size, make-up or envelope. Some require one method while
others demand special attention depending on the policy of
the firm.
They are all alike, however, in that they should be
stated clearly, and made attractive, for such literature is
formed to meet immediate requests and demands. Titles should
be brief but of "attention-getting value. " Headlines and
illustrations should connect definitely with the title of the
booklet and be coherent in their message.
Catalogs--Mail-Order Literature
The style of catalogs is more formal and conventional
that that of booklets and pamphlets. The phraseology is more
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technical concerning explanations. They contain price lists,
forms for placing orders and completing sales, hence are not
so popular as booklets. However, they are very important
reference material.
The catalog is the principle form of mail-order communi-
cation. It becomes quite impressive. When we realize that
"Sears, Roebuck and Company of Chicago, the largest mail-order
house in the United States, receives from ninety thousand to
one hundred eighty thousand letters daily; sends out sixty-
five million big catalogs, special sales books, and special
catalogs in a year; maintains a force of three hundred com-
positers in the largest private print-shop in the country,
where more than three and a half tons of ink and more than
five carloads of paper are used every day in the manufacture
of sales literature; employs in all nearly forty thousand
people to prepare and distribute the merchandise described in
sales booklets and catalogs, and sells and delivers by means
of freight, express, and mails every imaginable article of
merchandise, from a knitting needle to a piano or a cream
separator. "1
Clearness and accuracy are particularly stressed when
orders amounting to hundreds of thousands of dollars are
involved. The language must be written so that it can
easily be understood by the average man. It should tell the
whole sales story in a correct and in the briefest way and
yet stimulate a desire for an inquiry.
^"English of Commerce"--Opdycke—Page 358
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Natural color is important to make the article look as
nearly realistic as possible. Merchandise should be grouped
in the catalog in the definite arrangement which will secure
the best results.
House Organs
House Organs are issued monthly or weekly by firms in
the interests of the business and employees. They might be
likened to a small newspaper which tells among other things
of changes in the organization, personal and social notes,
coming meetings, suggestions to dealers and salesmen. The
purpose of these house organs is to create new business by
encouraging suggestions, by giving the employees a personal
pride in the firm and thereby bringing the concern and
employees in closer harmony to work for the greatest good of
all.
Miscellaneous Matter and Novelties
Novelties such as blotters, calendars, inclosures,
pencils, pens and a multitude of others should be attractive,
uncommon and practical. As little advertising as possible,
is placed on these. In fact, sometimes there is none at all.
Calendars are an exception to this last rule. These are very
useful on which to print sales reminders. Then, each month
the attention of the prospective buyer is focused on the article
of sale.
These are used to retain good will. Great tact and care
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should be exercised in adapting them to the tastes and needs
of customers.
Inclosures and inserts, another form of novelties, are
devices to excite inquisitiveness . Often they are price lists
or announcements of opportunities of some special kind. Such
announcements should be interesting, the matter never crowded
and important words and phrases expressed in outstanding type.
Color is often used very effectively. Return post-cards are
used in much the same way.
Announcements of all kinds are used in a profitable way
by many corporations today. These are of various types. Some
are written or printed on cards notifying "charge" customers
in retail stores of private sales. Others may be publications
of removals or openings for certain occasions. Much thought
should be given to the language beforehand and to the set-up
or arrangement of the notice.
This illustration is an example of an announcement which
brought extraordinary results:
The Rosenbaum Company
Established 1868
New York office, 120 1. 32 St. Paris, No. 7 Rue Bergere
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Mr. Golfer:
ADVANCE INFORMATION OF
A SPECIAL DRIVE IN GOLF CLUBS
The circular brings to your attention a Special Sale of
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High Grade Golf Clubs at an exceptionally attractive price--
clubs of quality at a lower price, probably, than they have
ever been sold for before.
PITTSBURGH NEWSPAPERS OF
WEDNESDAY EVENING, JUNE 14
will announce this special event to the general public. There
are only 800 clubs in the entire lot and at the exceptional low
price at which they will be offered we expect to sell them all
in one day.
We extend to you a special invitation to come in imme-
diately upon receipt of this letter--pick out the clubs you
want--the price will be $2.55 each.
Very truly yours,
The Rosenbaum Company
Sporting Goods Store
Fourth Floor
(This letter brought many golfers to Rosenbaum's early in
the morning, after it was mailed. Before newspaper advertising
appeared, practically all of the clubs were sold; this demon-
strates the effectiveness of this sort of writing.)
Other Forms Used
Samples, testimonials, parcel materials--such as bundle
slips, labels, wrappers, special boxes--special envelopes or
folders, all require considerable study depending upon the
particular needs which they serve.
All this printed matter in the form of catalogs, folders,
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booklets, house organs and the like is used to intensify the
appeal by giving descriptive details of all the possible
selling features of the merchandise.!
^Notice Chapter IX in regard to printed matter for follow-up
wo rk •
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CHAPTER IX
Follow-up Correspondence
Time an important element
This class of written English is closely connected with
Advertisements (Chapter VI) Sales Letters (Chapter VII) and
the Circular Letter Group (Chapter VIII). Many laws which
govern the preceding have likewise to do with follow-up
communication.
For example, when sales letters are used in a series,
they are called follow-up letters. The salesman's work is
not completed even when he has talked about a commodity in
following up advertising copy. More advertising is needed
and continued discussion is essential in most instances to
make the final sale.
A certain amount of information and education may be
necessary before the purchase can reasonably be expected.
It may be preferable, on the other hand, to lead prospects
gradually to the buying point by a series of short letters,
each dealing with a single talking issue. The number of the
series may be altered with place or season or class of pros-
pect according to circumstances. Persons characterized by
thrigt and economy require a longer and more emphatic series
of letters than those who are generous or of luxurious habits.
Because of the large numbers, the follow-up letters
cannot, of course, be written and signed separately. They
must be stenciled, mimeographed, multigraphed or printed.
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Any letter which is thus prepared and copied is called a
Form Letter.
The number of letters in the series, the time between
mailings and the total elapsed time are carefully and pains-
takingly determined in advance. Since each letter is de-
signed to make the sale, the time between letters must be
sufficiently long to permit a response, so that the next
letter does not interfere with the prospect's answer.
It is most important to keep this fact in mind when matter
to be mailed includes a large territory. When letters in the
same mailing are sent to distant points as well as to nearby
cities, the distribution should be regionally planned.
Follow-up systems of letters should not be allowed to
become a nuisance. If a system is too long, or if the letters
are sent out at too frequent intervals, prospects no doubt
will become annoyed and throw the material into the waste
basket unopened and unread, particularly if the envelope
discloses the sources of the enclosed matter.
Mail-Order Solicitation
Mail-order concerns have a highly developed system of
following up inquiries. They keep names and addresses of all
inquirers, follow them up closely and place them on regular
mailing lists. These mailing lists are constantly undergoing
assortment in order that they may be kept up to date. In a
list of from seven to eight thousand names, it is estimated
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that there are about one hundred changes a month. Good live
mailing lists, persistently followed up are the life and spirit
of mail-order business.
A few years ago, Marshall Field and Company, of Chicago,
delivered 100,000 booklets to a selected list of individuals
in order to increase the interest of prospects in the men's
store. Two days after this delivery certain Chicago papers
carried full-page related advertisements, with copy and
illustrations reproduced from the booklet itself. These
advertisements were followed up by others that made similar
connections with the booklets. It is estimated that the
booklets cost $25,000 and the connected advertising $7000.
The expenditure, however, proved very much worth while.
For placing a new commodity on the market, for inten-
sifying sales, for expanding or introducing trade in new
fields, for changing the prices or branding of an established
article, for any change of marketing processes that makes it
indispensable to acquaint people with new tastes or new
habits, the advertiser in the mail-order Company plans a
campaign that is figured to secure profitable ends through
carefully graded, follow-up copy.
Some mail-order houses hold strictly to the idea of a
single style while others vary it constantly. Some mention
prices always; others seldom do. Vital language should be
chosen at any cost. Opening sentences should be as carefully
planned as in other sales letters. Attention must be assured
in each letter in the follow-up series.
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Problems to be dealt with
Since these letters are used to follow-up customers
already made, to encourage questions, to make new customers,
to prepare a way for business, to aid salesmen, each case
must be analysed, to fit the particular needs. It is essen-
tial therefore, to know at the beginning whether the article
can be marketed with a margin of profit that will allow for
the expense of the follow-up literature. It probably would
not be worth while to send out a series of three one-page
letters to sell a bag costing three dollars or less.
A series of four two page letters, with interesting
inclosures, would be profitable in selling a radio costing
one hundred dollars or more. More letters would be written
to sell luxuries than necessities.
A new product would require a longer series of letters
to overcome sales resistance. This is especially true when
the methods of marketing are different.
Every letter in the series should be kept a complete
idea in itself and at the same time form a connecting link
between those preceding and the ones that are to follow.
In a series of five, the first letter may explain about
the goods in simple terms, while the second presents arguments
amd appeals. The third may go into different points and
answer questions. The fourth may introduce the machinery for
closing the sale and the fifth brings the transaction to a
climax
•
For the sale of a single article, a set of letters may
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be prepared for business men only; another set for professional
men; another for housewives; still another for farmers and so
on. By means of different presentation, the letters are
specialized so as to meet many distinct classes of prospects
more effectively than if the same letter were sent to all.
Therefore, care should be taken that the form is not too
mechanical. The language on that account should be brief
supplemented by devices and novelties that are desirable.
Repetition and variety play an important part in getting
action. Often, the inside address is omitted or written in
by typewriter after the letter has been processed.
Reference to printed material accompanying the letter,
should be made as easy as possible for the reader. These
inclosures are sent to be read as a help to stimulating a
favorable attitude toward buying. They are much more im-
pressive when the references are vigorous, precise and
detai led
.
Illustrations
Some of these beginnings are suggested for a follow-up
set of letterfli
Dear Sir:
It is now some time since you considered the possibilities
of increasing your power as a writer of business letters by
taking the course in "The Writing of Modern Commercial Letters."
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Dear Madam:
Perhaps the fact that we have no dealer in your locality
has caused you to hesitate about ordering a Superb Vacuum
Cleaner
•
Dear Sir:
Within these few days you can still enroll for the course
in "The Writing of Modern Commercial Letters" at our special
tuition fee of $25, on terms of only $5 a month. The regular
price of $35 goes into effect in just a few days.
This is a definite reference to printed matter:
Dear Sirt
We are quite sure that there is a Never Fail Heater made
that will suit you exactly. They are all pictured and
described on pages 24 to 30 of the catalog we sent you.
Two of our best values are the Superb and the Magnus
Heaters, pages 48 and 49. They burn hard or soft coal or
wood and may be obtained with or without the hot blast
attachment. On the other hand, one which is vague and general
is thusly written:
Dear Sir:
We trust the circular matter recently sent you describing
the Dynamo CR7006 has proved interesting and hope it will
give you the necessary information to enable you to select an
engine that will serve you the best.
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A set of five letters illustrating a campaign to sell
high grade securities of the Haywood Stove Company follows:
1.
Dear Sir»
We are glad of this opportunity to furnish you with full
information about this investment and have enclosed our book-
let describing Gilt-edge Securities.
Before reading this booklet, let us call your attention
to the men who direct this institution. After glancing at
the names on this letter-head, you will surely join us in
saying that these men are secure in their reputations as
excellent judges of property values in Boston and in being
most conservative.
Let us call your attention, also, to the Guarantee on
Gilt-edge Securities. This Guarantee means that every
dollar you invest in them is protected by 1) a first mortgage
on a high type of property and 2) a first mortgage on the
entire resources of this business.
In designing Gilt-edge Securities our aim was to add
safeguard to safeguard. The result naturally is a Guaranteed
investment which is as safe as the ground you walk on. Gilt-
edge Securities provide as high a yield as is consistent with
their high quality*
For your convenience and so that you may not lose even
a day's interest on the funds you have to invest, we have
enclosed an order blank. Simply fill it out and return it
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to us. We will then send you the bill for the amount of the
securities, plus the accrued interest.
If your funds are not available at present, make this
blank out for a reservation so that we may hold the securities
for you until you are ready to make the investment. This
reservation is without obligation on your part and helps us
to give you better service.
Yours very truly,
We pay the 3% Normal Federal Income Tax.
2.
Dear Sin
Since writing you about the importance of Gilt-edge
Securities, it has occurred to us that the following account
will help you to understand why these securities are the
choice of conservative investors who insist on absolute
safety
:
1, Gilt-edge Securities are protected by First
Mortgages on selected income-producing prop-
erties in Boston,
2, These mortgages are selected by lifetime experts
on Boston Real Estate.
3, The First Mortgages which guard Gilt-edge
Securities are on completed structures only,
4, We loan most conservatively and so have large
margins of safety on each mortgage.
5, The loans are paid out serially so that this
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margin of safety increases constantly and we
demand that the borrower pay in advance each
month one-twelfth of his yearly interest and
principal charges.
6. Gilt-edge Securities are issued in maturities
of from two to ten years, and in denominations
of $1000, $500 and $100,
7. We Guarantee with every dollar of our resources
every dollar of your resources that you invest
in Gilt-edge Securities.
These bonds will provide a strong foundation for your
future income. It is better to invest in Gilt-edge Securities
where you have a Guarantee that every dollar you invest
will be returned to you at its full value, than in an un-
certain investment which is not Guaranteed and where there
is even a small possibility of loss.
Your money starts drawing 6% interest the day we receive
your remittance. An order blank is enclosed for your con-
venience and we urge the immediate forwarding of your
instructions
.
Very truly yours,
We pay the 3% Norman Federal Income Tax.
3.
Dear Sir*
The inclosed reprint--f rom a recent issue of the
"Financial General News"--will no doubt interest you.
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This recommendation of Gilt-edge Securities by a well-
known and impartial financial authority should justify your
confidence in this investment.
Their strongest appeal is safety. It begins when the
loan is first made; it continues until maturity, due to the
thorough safeguards with which this security is surrounded.
Our qualified Guarantee is the final and absolute pledge
that you will suffer no loss.
Regardless of the amount you have to invest--as low as
$100, as high as you want to go--you can purchase Gilt-edge
Securities to meet your requirements. Why not begin today
to get the attractive 6% on your funds with belief in absolute
safety?
The order blank inclosed will facilitate the forwarding
of your instructions.
Very truly yours,
4.
Dear Sir:
We trust that you have been giving careful consideration
to Gilt-edge Securities as an investment for your funds.
The following points will indicate to you the desirability
and attractiveness of this investment:
1. Absolute Safety. The mortgages protecting
Gilt-edge Securities are made on a conservative
basis. The already ample margin of safety is
constantly increased due to the steady reduction
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of the loan* Our Guarantee is the final and
absolute assurance that, as a Gilt-edge Se-
curities holder, you will suffer no loss.
2. No Fluctuation. These securities are not
affected by periods of financial depression or
other economic factors. They are sold at par
and are Guaranteed at par.
3. Convenience. Gilt-edge Securities combine
great convenience because they are available
in maturities of from two to ten years and can
be bought in denominations of $1000, $500 and
$100» They also have all the convenience of
other coupon bonds.
4. Satisfying Income. Gilt-edge Securities yield
the attractive return of 6% f and we pay 3%
Federal Income Tax. This interest is considered
the highest obtainable consistent with maximum
safety
.
Our conservative methods, the personnell of our Board of
Directors, and the evidence of our faith in Gilt-edge Se-
curities as shown by our unqualified Guarantee, should
justify your confidence in this investment.
We will accept your order for either present or later
delivery. We hope for your early consideration and urge the
immediate forwarding of your instructions in the self -addressed
envelope which we have enclosed for your convenience.
Very truly yours,
We pay the 3% Normal Income Tax.
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5.
Dear Sir*
Will you do us a favor? It will take only a minute of
your time and we have inclosed an addressed envelope antici-
pating the courtesy of a reply.
We have written you several letters and mailed you
literature telling you in detail about Gilt-edge Securities,
giving you sound reasons why you should investigate these
securities. We have not had the pleasure of hearing from you.
Our records show that since writing you we have nade
many new clients by telling them the same things in the same
way we have told them to you, and we are certain it is only
a question of time before we shall have the pleasure of seeing
you
.
The favor we ask is this: Will you kindly use the en-
closed stamped envelope and tell us just why we have failed
to interest you in the purchase of Gilt-edge Securities up
to this time? If we have been negligent in any way, please
tell us frankly.
Very truly yours,
Do not bother to write a long letter. Just make a
notation on the back of this sheet and return it in the
envelope
.
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CHAPTER X
Letters for Claims and Adjustments
When are complaints .justified?
The most efficiently supervised service breaks down
occasionally. Corporations, on this account expect to re-
ceive claims and complaints. It is profitable to give serious
attention to these complaints and to deal frankly with them.
It is less expensive to hold an old customer than to secure a
new one.
Most companies are grateful for a letter calling attention
to a defect in the treatment a customer has received. Where
one customer complains, there are fifty or a hundred who
merely transfer their patronage without saying anything.
If merchandise i3 not delivered as ordered, the purchaser
may write a letter asking to have correction or adjustment made.
This is called a claim letter. It takes the place of what
was called "complaint" at one time. In business, it is felt
that "claim" is in better taste. It has a favorable psycho-
logical effect.
Some other causes that justify claim letters are:
1) accounts rendered may be wrong and sent back for correctionj
2) goods may be broken in delivery; 3) articles may not be as
cataloged or advertised; or 4) purchases may not for some
reason satisfy when examined at home.
While all business houses strive to keep errors at a
minimum, they are nevertheless aware that mistakes will occur
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in spite of the most careful scrutiny.
In certain concerns, especially in mail-order houses,
claims are invited. They watch their mailing lists very
closely. Those on the lists who have not made purchases within
a certain length of time are addressed and a3ked the cause of
silence. Such letters combine inquiry, claim and adjustment
all in one.
If the business man learns to consider adjustments all
in the routine of his business, he is likely to get the
correct point of view.
When orders cannot be filled promptly, companies should
explain frankly the circumstances and not evade the question.
Is the customer satisfied?
The chief problem is to satisfy the buyer but at the same
time to protect the seller. Whatever the cause, the claim
should be made calmly, courteously and as a matter of fact.
If there is good cause for the claim, the facts should be
stated positively but tactfully. The purpose is to secure a
prompt settlement.
Consideration and cheerfulness are especially important
because the buyer has a grievance the seller must remove.
Consideration without cheerfulness leaves a bad impression.
The adjustment is appreciated if it is made in a good natural
spirit
.
The claim letter should be answered promptly. If for
any reason, the adjustment cannot be made immediately, a
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letter should be sent, reassuring the customer that the claim
is being investigated* The tone of this letter should be
persuasive as well as calm and courteous. The ending should
express appreciation and a desire to co-operate.
The correspondent should be given the benefit of the
doubt. This will not be accomplished by using words that
make direct charges of incompetence, neglect or bad faith,
however
.
The adjustment letter should be written with the idea in
mind of getting the next order. Clear explanations go a long
way toward satisfying the customer.
Often a suggestion of some adjustment or minor repair
without returning the goods, will give decided satisfaction
and save money for the company, if the letter is cordial and
detailed
.
The customer will hardly be impressed if dangerous
promises are made. Trouble is all too likely to occur again,
so it is better to say "We will do our utmost to give you
satisfaction.
"
Even if you suspect that the claim is unjust, ordinarily
do not show this in your letter.
In refusing claims, when it is necessary, do so without
hesitation, though with a courteous explanation.
For example you may write, "We regret that we are not
able to allow the amount of $2.45 on the knit suit returned
by you April 24.
Examination shows that this suit has been worn, and our
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policy does not admit of the return of goods under these
circumstances .
"
Every good business firm is eager to satisfy just claims.
It is not only right, but it is also profitable, to do so.
Large retail stores maintain departments of claim and adjust-
ment, whose chief business i3 to attend to the claims made by
customers and adjust them satisfactorily. The customer should
be assured in some way that adjustment is being made promptly.
Some business houses even enclose a stamped envelope in
letters of adjustment in order that the customer may give
assurance that the transaction has been corrected.
If a customer has suffered unusual loss or disappointment,
the letter of adjustment may well contain enclosures, credit
slips or novelties. These attempt to compensate for an un-
fortunate transaction and encourage further business relations.
However, the suspicion of the patron must not be aroused
by over-explanation, over-eagerness or over-obliging patronage
in adjusting the case.
The following is a wrong kind of answer to a claim letter:
Dear Sir*
Nothing's the matter with us. Write your orders legibly
and then they won't be misunderstood and wrongly filled.
The proper beginning to use in answering the irritable
claimant would be more in this manner:
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Dear Mr. Murphy:
You are quite justified in being annoyed with out stupid
error in filling your order.
We have no excuse to offer, except that mistakes will
happen in the best regulated of business concerns.
Our truck is coming around right away etc.
Fairness is a good policy not only on the part of the
customer but also with the adjuster.
Is each case to be analysed no matter how small?
Each claim should be analysed no matter how small. This
is necessary to re-establish the customer's confidence in the
firm.
Unless the reasons for the action taken by the writer
are at once apparent to the reader, they should be made known
to him in a way to show clearly the attitude and policy of
the firm toward complaints in general.
Of course, on the other hand, the customer should be
certain there is an actual complaint to be made.
The purchaser should never be made to feel that, even
though small, the complaint is unimportant. He should not be
made to feel that the firm is biding its time. In order to
avoid this, the customer is told when and how his claim will
be settled.
When the complainant realizes the vast amount of business
that is done in the adjustment departments of large manufacturing
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organizations, railway corporations and department stores, he
will understand that it is necessary to be reasonable.
Postponement is very annoying to a man who feels that he
has an important grievance. Therefore, the error should be
corrected without delay or else a satisfactory reason should
be given as to what to expect in adjustment.
Essential policies to be indicated
The claim should be stated clearly when there is a
possibility of satisfactory adjustment. The unsatisfactory
details should be written definitely and completely. Keeping
to the subject matter of the complaint without rambling is a
good plan. Do not make unjust demands nor lose your temper.
Courtesy is as important, if not more so, than in a sales
letter. Fault finding does not create good feeling. Try to
get the other person's viewpoint.
The adjustment requires considerable tact and in this
respect, is one of the most difficult kinds of letters to
compose. What will the adjustment mean to the business is
the question to be asked.
Here, again, courtesy is a requisite in all adjustment
letters. Immediate action is greatly appreciated when the
person is made to feel that his case is, after all, to be
considered individually. Do not "beat about the bush, M if
you intend to settle the claim eventually. Remember the
service of the firm is sensed by the expression of the letter.
If the trouble is not too serious, money can be saved in
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the correspondence department by training the correspondents
to handle these claims satisfactorily, courteously and
completely.
This is one type that could be used: "Enclosed is our
credit memorandum for $5.40 to cover the breakage reported in
your last shipment. We are glad to make this right with you, H
When the trouble is more serious, the letter should be
longer. Do not leave the feeling of brusqueness with the
customer
.
Some large companies, such as the General Electric
Company employ a skilled correspondent to take care of such
letters. These are for particular instances, however, and
require considerable thought.
Many firms have a settled policy regarding adjustments
working on the assumption that generally "like cases should
receive like treatment." Quick adjustments are made possible
when there is a definite policy.
A correct letter of claim*
2710 Uunroe Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland
November 12, 193-
Adams and Black
18 Delaware Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland
Gentlemen:
May I ask you to correct two errors made in my account for
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October? I am returning your statement in this letter, with
the items in which error has been made, underlined with blue
pencil.
Thank you.
Very truly yours,
(Encl.) John Gifford
Copies of Claim and Adjustment letters:
1. (Claim)
Gentlemen:
I wish to have you send at once for the sweater that I
recently bought and charged. Stitches have dropped in
several places and three large holes have appeared. Please
credit me in full with the charge.
2. (Adjustment)
Dear Madam:
In looking into the matter of a returned sweater spoken
of in your letter of August 15, we find that you bought the
article nearly six weeks ago, and have, in fact, received two
notices of the account. We also find that the sweater shows
evidence of considerable wear.
However, with a desire to be perfectly fair, we have had
the sweater mended and are billing it to you at $4.00, instead
of the original price of $8,00
7/e trust that this will be satisfactory.
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3. (Reply)
Gentlemen
:
I don't want a damaged sweater and I don't want a cheap
one. That you have repaired the sweater doesn't interest me
at all even at half price. Your reference to the fact that
I have received two bills seems out of place. I have always
paid my accounts with you but it seems fortunate that I did
not pay in this instance. I wish the price of the sweater
deducted from my account.
In this respect, it seems that the adjustment letter
was satisfactory but the customer was unreasonable.
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CHAPTER XI
Credit and Collection Letters
Definition
The word "credit" is derived from the Latin verb "Credo"
which means "I believe" or "I trust.** Credit usually indi-
cates the seller's faith in the buyer's ability to pay for
goods delivered to him on any but a cash basis.
"A good collection letter is one that obtains the payment
of a past-due account and retains the good-will of the customer. "1
When the credit man receives the necessary information,
he analyses the case basing hi3 decision on the answers to
three questions chieflyj 1. Has the applicant capital?
2. Has he capacity to pay? 3. Has he character?
1. Is his business in good financial condition?
This is determined by the ratio between the
assets and liabilities, together with the
amount of assets easily converted into cash.
2. What are his opportunities for business, his
personal aptitude for business, location as
well as kind and volume of business?
3. His character is determined on basis of his
reputation for fair dealing, moral conduct,
personal habits, past and present honesty.
I
Babenro th--**Modern Business English H -«Page 338--taken from
"Effective Collection Letters" by Tregoe and Whyte (Prentice-
Hall Inc. N. Y., 1924--Publishers )
.
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The credit man's position is a very important one for
without credit very few dealers could remain in business. In
fact, the credit man's correspondence is more important than
that even of the sales department. Confidence must be ex-
pressed and built up in every letter that goes between cus-
tomer and credit manager.
When a first order has been received from a purchaser,
whose rating in the established commercial agencies is good,
it is usual to ask for a further statement from the customer.
This can be done very tactfully, however. By showing that
the house appreciates the good standing of the customer, the
letter makes appeal to pride.
Shorter letters are sent to new customers in some such
manner: "Thank you for your order of March 12, which has
just reached this department.
It will delayed a few days awaiting our usual routine,
Thich we hope will not greatly inconvenience you."
Refusing credit tactfully and still keeping the goodwill
of the applicant is quite important. Suggesting that dealings
may be made on a cash basis with credit extended later, is
generally a good idea. However, no dangerous promises should
be made.
Among others duties, the credit manager attempts to
educate customers into habits of prompt payment. He sells
them the idea of discounting their bills. He, also, shows
them the value of making quick turnover of goods and paying for
them quickly. He tries to get them to order more goods
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immediately so that they can make a satisfactory profit.
In this way, he benefits his firm by reducing the amount
of money outstanding. The firm may then use that money in
profitable business operations. Money is then not idle.
He can be very valuable to his firm by collecting in-
formation. He watches the standing of the customers so as to
protect the concern from loss through shipping goods which
customers cannot pay for. This should not b-e done in a
suspicious spirit, however, because the good-will of the
customer might be lost.
Furthermore, the credit manager can use his position
advantageously to create good-will. He will educate his
salesmen so that they will make only sal9s that the customer
can pay for, to hold old accounts and encourage new ones.
Hence, the sales department and credit department have
identical interests. If the credit department writes crabbed,
formal letters to prospective customers whom the salesman is
trying to cultivate, the opportunity for acquiring good-will
is lost •
On the other hand, if the salesmen place orders care-
lessly with customers whom they suspect to be poor credit
risks or *load" these customers with goods they cannot
possibly pay for, then the sales department is not working
for the good of the firm. Repeated patronage is the object.
The credit manager is the greatest salesman in the
organization, if he recognizes and takes advantage of his
opportunities •
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Thus far we have been discussing the granting of credit
in a larger way but extending credit to retail charge
customers is simpler. Smaller amounts are involved and
customers usually deal personally with the credit man.
Bills are usually paid by check through the mail at
stated times, at the end of a month or every two weeks.
The interview or correspondence in which credit is
granted to a retail customer should be cordial and positive.
It should not be formal, suspicious or negative. The
customer is impressed by a businesslike attitude and will be
more inclined to treat his obligations carefully.
A business man is frequently called upon to inquire into
credit of others before opening or continuing business dealin
with them. Sometimes such inquiry is made on a printed form,
or by a personal letter.
Letter of credit inquiry including the printed form.
186 Avenue "A M
St. Louis, Missouri
July 12, 1933
Mr. George Clarkson
18 Magee Street
St. Louis, Missouri
Dear Mr. Clarkson:
Mr. Paul G. Noon, 312 Park Avenue, St. Louis, in making
request for credit privilege at our store, refers us to you
for information as to his standing and reliability.
We are writing to ask you whether you will please send
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us a word or two regarding Mr. Noon's financial ability, so
that our credit files may be kept complete.
An inquiry card and a stamped, addressed envelope are
enclosed for your convenience. Your information will, or
course, be held in strictest confidence.
Very truly yours,
Albert H. Seabury
(for The Hoffner Company)
AHS/CCO
(Enc. Credit Form)
Card enclosed in inquiry letter.
Credit Form No . 1
THE HOFFNER COMPANY
ST, LOUIS , MISSOURI
1. How long have you known Mr. ?
2. What business relations have you had with him
3. In what business is he engaged?
4. Does he own real estate ?
5. Special remarks:
DATE SIGNED,
BUSINESS ADDRESS
The tactful
difficult one to
and successful collection letter
write. The writer of collection
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is a most
letters

must keep in good humor and be courteous always, even though
he may have great provocation to be otherwise. He must treat
the indebtedness as a righteous obligation and at the same
time avoid giving offense.
He must keep his appeal short, live, pointed and yet
charge his message with unmistakable insistence and have a
knowledge of human nature. He must, in other words, have a
system of collection letter procedure that will not only
collect immediate debt but also train and educate people to
pay promptly.
If a customer is slow in making remittances, an analysis
is made of his business condition and an expert may be sent
to visit him to find out what is wrong. Usually he is over-
stocked with merchandise and must put on a vigorous sale to
bring in the necessary cash. Sometimes he needs refinancing}
sometimes an employee or partner is robbing him. At any
rate, the remedy for slow payments is to teach him better
business methods.
Forms and notices that bring results
A merchant in making collections has two objects: to
keep the customer and to get the money. One is not usually
less important than the other. However, the profit on
future business done with a man will probably amount to much
more than the amount due on a particular account.
One result may be the danger of pushing the customer
so hard that he takes his business elsewhere, and the other
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is the possibility of treating him so leniently that he
becomes careless and in the end makes his accounts cost more
to collect than they are worth.
Promptness will help for it does not allow the debt to
fade from hi3 mind or to be covered up by other ideas.
Accordingly, the first reminder, in the shape of a
statement of purchases, an invoice or the like, should
accompany the delivery of the goods; and the subsequent steps
should be taken on the precise date provided for in the plan
which the creditor adopts.
Regularity in a collection system demands that some
form of collection effort should be made on each of the dates
provided for. Its effect on the customer's mind is to bring
to the creditor's assistance the force of habit. Precisely
so many days after the purchase or the receipt of goods, he
has become accustomed to drawing a check; the action becomes
automatic, not requiring special mental effort.
If, because he cannot make payment promptly, he must lay
aside the habitual action, at any rate he will feel its
absence so sharply that he will be more likely to write for
a reasonable extension of time than to let the account go
without attention.
Besides, promptness and regularity in the creditor have
two incidental effects on the debtor: they give him respect
for a firm which pays businesslike attention to its collections
a respect which will surely tend to hold him as its customer--
and they help to keep him in a healthy financial condition,
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which is a service to everyone concerned, but most of all to
him.
When bills have failed of collection, the collection
letter campaign is begun. Perhaps one letter will be suf-
ficient. Perhaps a series of a half dozen will be required.
Perhaps all appeals will fail and recourse to a lawsuit will
be forced upon the creditor, after many ugly and threatening
attempts are made to collect what is justly due.
The first letter in a collection series should state the
number of bills sent and the length of time the account has
been standing. It is a letter of notification merely. The
second letter is one of inquiry. It requests reasons for
the non-payment of the bill and suggests that correction will
be gladly made if there is any error in it. Letters three
and four should make various appeals and arguments. They are
really sales letters, in which the debtor's pride and standing
and reputation and his sense of fair play and justice are sold
to him by the collector.
The dependence of the whole system of business upon the
prompt payment of bills should be explained and argued. Such
inducements as extension of time, enclosure of coin card or
filled-out check, payment by instalment, may be held open in
these letters. Inducements must be of such a nature, however,
as not to tempt the delinquent to delay longer or to take a
new advantage of his creditor. The next letter may insist
that payment be made at once. It should summarize the case
in detail and state a time limit for the delinquent. The
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last letter in a series, such as this should, like the first,
be one merely of notification, saying that the account has
been placed in the hands of attorneys or of a collection
agency for settlement.
In the early letters of a collection series, sales talk
is frequently introduced. This is excellent policy, for the
purpose of all collection must be to get the bill paid and at
the same time retain custom. Some of the most successful
collectors secure their best results by appealing to the sense
of honor in a debtor. They play to the quality of sportsman-
ship--^ quality that every debtor does not, of course, possess,
but one that everybody likes to have people think he possesses.
The first paragraph in a collection letter offers tre-
mendous opportunities for catching a debtor unawares. It is
a good plan to put yourself in a debtor's place, when you are
called upon to compose a letter series. This will guide you
in securing right appeals and right proportions in handling
them. There is no hard and fast rule abo-ut the number to be
used in a series. Some firms use three while others find four
or more effective. Individual cases, however, require indi-
vidual treatment.
The following chart gives some very helpful hints in
writing collection letters in general and can be applied to
any number written.
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A Chart of Collection Psychology!
Necessary in
Every Letter
Desirable in
Every Letter
Necessary in
Early Letters
Possible in
Any Letter
Secure
attention
Secure
action
Maintain
respect
Show
fairness
Employ sur-
prise and im-
pulse
Resell the
customer your
goods
,
credit
or service
(appeal to
self-
interest)
An n ea 1 to
pride
Appeal to
good-will and
co-operation
Use the power
of habit
Appeal to
good nature
Fair play
Desire to
avoid annoy-
anc e
Success
Background of
Early Letters
and
Foreground of
Later Letters
Possible in
Later Letters
Possible at
Various Times
Avoid at all
Times
Appeal to
fear
Appeal to
shame
Appeal to
family affec-
tion
Curiosity
Savings
Ac qui si t i vene ss
Compet i t i on
Imitat i on
Pat ri ot i sm
Anger
Pity
Contempt
Gardner A Aurner--"Ef f ec ti ve Business Letters" Ronald Press--
1928 Page 119
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The following list of phrases which are always sharp
when used in collection letters should be kept carefully in
mind. They are given in order of their strength:
(a) Reference to past unanswered correspondence.
(b) Immediately or at your earliest convenience
when applied to a letter or a remittance.
(c) Mention of a definite date, as "by July 6,"
"in three days" or "by return mail."
(d) A command, as "let us hear from you," or "send
us." To preface these phrases by "please"
makes them more courteous; still milder is a
question, as, "Will you not let us hear from
you," or a conditional statement as, "If you
will let us hear from you, we shall be greatly
obliged." Much more sharp than "Please let us
hear" is "Kindly let us hear."
(e) The words "must," "be compelled to," "demand,"
"require," "insist," H it is imperative."
(f) Delinquent or slow pay.
(g) A veiled threat, like a reference to other
measures or a more specific mention of an
attorney or a collection agency.
Usually one sharp phrase in a letter is more effective
than several. The effect of such a phrase can be varied by
putting it in various positions; at the end of a letter it
has an emphasis like the crack of a whip; but buried in a
paragraph and followed by pleasant language, it stings with-
out leaving a scar.
All of these phrases have their proper use, but they
must not be used unguardedly; and in letters intended to be
entirely courteous, they should not be used at all. The
writer of collection letters often produces a sharp effect
when he means to be courteous, because he does not realize
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the effect of the language he employs. He should take care
to save sharp language till he needs it and should not use
it till more courteous methods have failed. He does not
want to change the meaning of the language.
On the other hand, if a firm has to change its usual
policy; if it must ask for payment before it is due, if in a
time of stringency, it cannot allow a reasonable request for
an extension, or if for any reason it must press its customers
harder than usual, then it should tell them frankly and
freely of its real reasons for writing as it does. Excuses
produce a positively bad effect on the customer. If the con-
cern tells him it is unusually hard pressed, either he will
not believe it or he will have less respect for its standing.
The frank and dignified relation between the buyer and seller
which lies at the foundation of all successful dealings should
not be disturbed.
The creditor needs the money for the conduct of his own
business; it is due him for value rendered; it is an obli-
gation which the customer has willingly assumed; its payment
is necessary if the customer is to obtain further credit--
which is equivalent to saying, if he is to continue in busi-
ness. These reasons provide the collector with material for
his letters that is, logical and intelligent and that need
not give offense. They can be presented in detail, and with
a variety of tone ranging all the way from the delicate
suggestions to the sharp insistence.
The following letters have been effective in getting
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results in collections*
COPY
Dear Sir*
Isn't it just a little unfair to us and below your
standard of doing business to neglect your account as you
have done?
And just as a matter of business courtesy, shouldn't you
have acknowledged our previous letters?
None of our customers have ever found us unreasonable,
and if there is anything wrong--if you need more time--why
not come out frankly and say so? You will find us ready to
meet you more than half way in anything that is fair.
Do the best you can, and by all means, do it now I
Very truly yours,
Walworth Company
COPY
Dear Sirt
There has been no change in your account notwithstanding
your promise of--to pay before the end of the month.
We realize that it is not always possible to determine
accurately the condition of one's finances several weeks in
advance, but do you think it is treating us just right to
let a promise go by without even a partial payment?
We want to feel that this reminder will serve its
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purpose and shall look for your check by return mail. We
cannot consistently carry the account more than ten days
longer.
Very truly yours,
Walworth Company
COPY
Gent 1 emen
:
Your order # reached us this morning but we are a
little in doubt as to just how to handle it.
Because the condition of your account with us is not
quite satisfactory to our Treasurer's Department, they have
suggested that no additions be made to it until settlement
is received. The embargo, we trust, is to be only temporary
and we have no doubt that lack of settlement is occasioned
by some oversight on your part.
Will you not therefore kindly investigate and see that
remittance is sent us by an early mail, so we can promptly
put in motion for shipment all orders you may favor us with.
Order § will be held in abeyance until we hear
from you, which we trust will be without delay.
Yours truly,
Walworth Company
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COPY
Freight
o ve r-
c harges
detected
Interstate Commerce Commission
and State Public Service
Commission Cases
Lo ss
and
and
collected
damage claims
collected
1331
Fort Wayne Traffic Bureau
South Calhoun Street
Fort Wayne, Ind.
April 11, 1934
Six Firms
Divided $8,426.19:
One item was $6,500; another a mere fifty-eight cents, but
the significant fact remain3--they received the money .
If you will turn on the inside of the enclosed folder you
will see an exhibit of facsimile checks which will tell far
more forcibly than words, of the buried capital mouldering
in the freight bill files of business.
Perhaps you will be aroused to the query of "How much do the
railroads owe me?"
Perhaps you will go further and say, "If I have a payment due
me, I intend to collect. M
And therein you will find exceptional co-operation at your
disposal through the singularly effective service which the
Fort Wayne Traffic Bureau provides.
Page four of the enclosure, under the heading "Doubters" gives
you every opportunity for a test--wi thout obligation to you.
If you will accept the offer, depend upon us to be,
(This letter is a sound business writer. Noble T. Praigg
said his client received 150 replies from 1500 letters, cover-
ing the cost of the letter as a result of business with the
first three people to answer.)
At your s e rvic e
,
HEF : OIM
Fort Wayne Traffic Bureau
By
:
Traffic Commissioner
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CHAPTER XII
The Business Letter
Definition
"Language must be adapted to the work required of it.
English for business-building purposes must be adapted. It
has its technique and its vocabulary just as English for
any other special purpose has. The style of business English
is the style of the spoken word. The better the spoken
word, the better its written form is adapted for business-
building purposes. Business style is correct, crisp, strong,
specific, and beaut i ful--no atom of waste, but in every fiber
the dynamic force of attraction, interest and persuasion to
action.
"Every good business letter carries a message of im-
portance to its reader. It must deliver that message promptly
and without fail. In other words, a good business letter
makes it difficult for the recipient not to reply favorably
and at once."^
The chief purpose of business English is to influence
others in the writer's favor. No business is really worthy
of its name which cannot make constructive use of business
letters. A business is not much more effective than are
its most common representatives --it s letters. In fact, a
firm is judged as to its efficiency and prosperity by its
letters
.
iFirst paragraph of first page of Preface--"English of
Commerce"--Cpdycke
Page i--"The Business Lette r" --Naether

Good letters are one of the two or three biggest assets
connected with the work of the concern. Letters that are
not good may do as much to ruin a business as any other one
thing connected with it.
Business talk and conversation differ greatly from the
oold, formal, dead, monotonous and meaningless phraseology
that seems to persist in the business writing of certain
companies unprogr essi ve at least in so far as their corre-
spondence policy is concerned. They wouldn't think of carry-
ing old styles in their merchandise and yet some of the
hackneyed and obsolete expressions used in letters are cer-
tainly worn threadbare.
The first impression of a letter is gained from the
general form and appearance as a whole. It should be
attractive and pleasing in all its mechanical details.
The paper should be of good quality, size 8-g- by 11 inches,
white is the color in good taste, with a surface sufficiently
smooth to prevent ink from running or blurring.
The letterhead that is dignified and does not appear to
look like an advertisement is the one to use. The address of
the writer and the date of writing are seen at the top in the
proper positions.
Much care should be given to the margins, the side and
those at the top and bottom should be approximately the same,
averaging 1-|- to 2 inches in width. The typewriting is ex-
pected to be clean, fresh, uniform, with no erasures or
strikeovers. Misspelled words always make an unpleasant
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impression.
The meaning should be clear. In fact, the language
should be so clear that the reader will grasp the meaning
of the message by reading the letter once. Faulty language
will cause the reader to doubt seriously the business stand-
ing of the sender. It should be constantly kept in mind that
all business letters are sales letters in that they sell
either goods or good-will or both.
The indentions should be deep enough so that the para-
graphs can be easily distinguished within the letter,
"Block" style is recommended in typewriting but indented in
hand written correspondence.
In the complimentary address, the name and title of the
person or firm to whom the letter is written and, secondly,
the address is given.
The salutation is practically limited to: Dear Sir:
Gentlemen: Dear Madam: Mesdames: Sir: My dear Sir:
dear Sirs: never use Messrs. since it is in poor taste.
The body or main part of the letter should contain
separate ideas for separate paragraphs.
Do not omit the complimentary close. It should be
conventional in form and meaning but not to be overdone.
In regard to using second sheets, plain paper is re-
quired since only the first sheet has the letterhead. The
following appears on this second sheet: the name or initials
of the person or firm to whom the letter is written, the date
of the letter, the number of the page usually typed, so that
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sheets of the same letter may be easily recognized, if
separated. There should be more than two lines of the body
of the letter on this second sheet.
Attention phrases are best centered on the page and
placed two single spaces below the inside address and the
same distance above the salutation.
The number of inclo3ures should be indicated just below
identification initials. For example, at the left just below
the body of the letter you may find A/C for identification
initials, that is the initial of the one dictating and the
one typing the letter. Below this the number of inclosures
is found.
Selling policies considered
The writer of the business letter will try to get a
perspective of the readers of his letters, a composite
picture of the character, habits, interests, likes and dis-
likes, in fact, the mental and physical make-up of the
prospective readers. This can be brought about through!
1. Personal contact. 2. Firm's salesmen. 3. Newspapers
and periodicals which the prospective customer is known to
read. 4. Habits he is known to possess. 5. Conditions
under which he is known to live. 6. From people with
whom he is known to associate.
He should emphasize to his reader: your opportunity, .
your benefit, your time saved, your earning power, your
bigger profit. These all get favorable attention. Know
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your reader, if you would know his mode of expression.
The language should be fresh, suitable, personal,
compelling, knitting the selling qualities of a certain
commodity attractively and firmly together with the specific
and known needs of a certain human being. Natural, warm
and stirring words awaken the reader's interest and contribute
toward molding this interest into a definite buying desire.
At the end of the letter, short, specific and definite
statements of the "Do so and so M kind are more productive of
action than are lengthy and less suggestive sentences. Their
very brevity suggests quick thought, prompt decision--invites
direct action. Cheerful, enthusiastic first sentences attract
attention. All first sentences should be suited to" the
reader's point of view. In fact, whatever information the
writer has obtained regarding the character, circumstances
and habits of his prospect should be used to develop a
point of contact which will be interesting, specific and
appropriate. A good letter must be original rather than
merely clever, sincere rather than merely truthful.
Cut and dried expressions such as, "I beg to be permitted"
or "In reply to your communication of March 15, I crave your
indulgence" etc. sound machine-like and therefore deprive
letters of individuality and personal flavor. The present-
day business letter must not be a mere bill or receipt,
inquiry or answer, complaint or adjustment. It must build,
and to do this efficiently, it must eliminate every word and
syllable and punctuation mark that fall short of the point.
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The writer should follow five requisites; 1) Know
your subject 2) Have belief or faith in its purpose
3) Be ambitious for its success 4) Have enthusiasm for the
men behind it 5) Give consideration to the men to whom
you write.
The genuine letter writer regards every letter as an
opportunity to establish a reputable relation and a reliable
record among individuals or firms. He looks on it as his
lucky chance to build business and construct confidence.
The cost of an individual business letter today has
been estimated at between fifteen and twenty-five cents. A
dictator must first give considerable time and thought to
organizing the letter. Then it is dictated to a stenographer
or to a dictaphone and later transcribed. The finished
letter must be read and perhaps corrected before it is sent
to the prospective customer. When one considers that
thousands of such letters are sent from firms every day, the
task takes valuable time and amounts to a large sum of money.
A certain progressive house mailing 180,000 letters a
month determined to test its correspondence. It had always
taken pains to have it correct, clear and courteous, but
now it found that only 15% of the let ters--barely one in
seven--was even passably good. The least of the reforms it
inaugurated, which was to rid the letters of superfluous
words, effected a saving of $2000 a month.
The cost of business letters
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The Curtis Publishing Company makes use of well-written
postal card messages. Some other companies are also using
well-worded notices on cards, the cards now and then being
engraved. These messages usually take the form of a short
letter. They save the time and expense that dictated letters
require
•
The mechanical form of the letter while a matter of the
least importance as compared with the other details, is
nevertheless worth while making the most of. The difference
in cost between the worst and the best is slight; the differ-
ence in sales and good-will quality, however, is incalculable.
Actual Letters from corporations follow with criticisms
as to whether they are good or poor and why.
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Lever Brothers Company--Oc tobe r 7, 1931
GOOD
1. Appearance and form as a whole are good.
2. Mechanical details are all that they should be.
3. The letterhead is dignified and neat.
4. The salutation is novel and pleasing.
5. Placing the actual letter within the main letter is
certainly a new idea and interest arousing as well as
convincing. It makes you want to read further.
6. The question, "Will you tell us on the enclosed form to
send you a shipment?" encourages "yes" for an answer.
7. The complimentary close is new and original.
8. The paper is of good quality and the spacing consistent.
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LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY
- CAMBRIDGE - MASSACHUSETTS -
UNSO EXECUTE OFFICES
LIFEBUOY
CAMBRIDGE. MASS.
UX TOILET SOAP PLANTS
PEARS' SOAP CAMBRIDGE. MASS.
* HAMMOND. IND.
GLYCERINE
October 7, 1931
Mr. R. L. I.ioore, Lianager
Hotel Leeland
Llain & Floyd Streets
Danville, Virginia
This letter, I'r. Moore,
came to us the other day from
the Somerset of Boston - one of New England's finest
hotels
:
PRIVATE OFWCC
iMnNHHallbAumu r
September 17, 1931
Lever Brothers Company
164 Broadway
Cambridge, fcas se chueetta
Gentlemen:
Please send me another allotment of Lux Toilet
Soap to apply on our contract*
You cay he lnterceted to hear shout a little
experiment that we tried recently. Realizing what an
lnportant factor toilet eoap ts in any hotel's service,
we made a careful check-up of our guests' preference
and found that Lux Toilet Soap was practically the uoani-
aoue choice*
we have received numerous compliments from
gueats; many of whom call supplying Lux Toilet Soap •
a thoughtful gesture. -
Te know that we have made no mistake in placing
your popular toilet eoap at our gueats 1 disposal.
V?L:b
Your guests, too, will consider Lux Toilet Soap in their
rooms - "a thoughtful gesture."
Will you tell us on the enclosed form to send you a
shipment?
Cooperatively yours
LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY
CWW:B Manager
Hotel Service Department

"FORBES 1*
POOR
1. What is the purpose of the letter? It does not arouse
interest sufficiently to send the card. The letter
should tell more about the object for sale.
2. The beginning is faulty using the expression--" pardon me."
3. The margin spacing could be improved upon.
4. The salutation and date are lacking.
5 . The letterhead is neat.
6
.
It seems to me there is a negative idea throughout the
letter--at least a doubt when it says "The big idea may
be in the next issue."
7. It does not have a cheerful tone.
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WITH ALL THY GETTING, GET UNDERSTANDING
FORBES
BTTSINESS -FINANCE-BTJSINESS OF LIFE
I20 FIFTH AVENUE • NEWYORK
PUBLISHED TWICE A MONTH
B.C.FORBES. EDITOR
&*L<k<nA~ du** html
Are you as sure of yourself today as you were in 1929?
Do you think you know as much? Is your job as pleasant - as
sure - as comfortable?
Business is a hard, cold-blooded game today. Survival of the
fittest. Dog-eat-dog. Produce or get out!
Salary-cutting and firing is not over - whether we like it or
not. Only the strongest will survive - none of the old methods are
any good today.
All of us have to learn many new things about our jobs, our
business - about selling, manufacturing, finance and investments.
I am not going to try to sell it to you. I couldn't do that.
Either you see it - or you don't.
We give you facts. We show you how profits are made today . We
tell you what you must do to keep your head above water and to hold on
to your job.
Now, here's a real 1932 bargain offer: 8 issues (4 months)
for $1.00 - and our offer is on the "produce or get out" basis.
If you don't find at least $100 worth of value to yourself in
these 8 issues, ask for your money back and you'll get it at once.
What is the best, easiest, surest way of keeping up with 1932?
FORBES!
FORBES has only one objective - to help you make a profit.
Send the card today. The big idea may be in the next issue!
Sincerely yours,

Minute Man Radio Company
POOR
1* The spelling of M Frigidai r e " is incorrect—the "e" is left
out
.
2. The word receive should not be divided the way it is--
more than one syllable should be placed on a line and if
divided that way, it should be re-ceive.
3. The ideas are disconnected.
4» The date does not appear.
5. Why capitalize Ref e renc
e
in the P.S,
6. "All our work guaranteed six months'* is not a complete
sentence.
7. The "Frigidaire" should be given a separate place in the
letter
•
8. The letter lacks unity and coherence.
9. It would not encourage patronage.
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lephone UNIversity 4649 Authorized Radio Service
MINUTE MAN RADIO COMPANY
Dear Sir;
We have a new radio service extended to
all radio owners.
Our service man will call, test your
radio and tubes FREE OF CHARGE.
We charge a flat rate of $1.50 to re-
pair any make of home radio plus parts.
All our work guaranteed six months.
We have a full line of automobile, home
radios and Frigidaires on display.
(FRIGIDAIRS $10.00 down 2 years to pay)
If your radio needs repairs and we rec-
eive it by noon you will have it back the
same day
.
Radio Sales - Service - Frigidaire
28 BOYLSTON STREET
Harvard Sq., Cambridge, Mass.
Yours truly,
MINUTE MAN RADIO CO.,
Manager
P. S. Save this letter for future Referenoe

Hanson & Hanson
POOR
1. To the ordinary layman, what does the letter mean?
Perhaps to one versed in stock phraseology it might
prove important.
2. The letter does not go into detail and does not give
information enough to induce people to make investments.
3. There is no date, salutation nor complimentary close.
4. The letter is, no doubt, an announcement about some
kind of stock.
5. What does "total asset or book value was equivalent to
$26.87 a share" mean?
6. Furthermore, "13 Bid--14 Asked" would need explanation.
7. The letter does not get nor hold attention and probably
would go into the waste basket with barely a glance.
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Hanson & Hanson
ESTABLISHED 1912
Members Unlisted Securities Dealers Assn.
Assn. of Bank Stock Dealers
INVESTMENT SECURITIES
25 Broadway - New York
Telephone DIgby 4-8700
CONTINENTAL BANK & TRUST CO.
1870 - -1932
This bank in its latest published statement as of Mar^h 31st re-
vealed an exceedingly strong financial position. New qui^k assetp
alone were in excess of total deposits.
Notwithstanding this high degree of liquidity earnings for the
first quart.er were comfortably in excess of diviaend requirements
Furthermore, t otal asset or book value was equivalent
, t ft ft&fi
flf?
fl
share or approximately twice current market quotations on the stock.
It is interesting to note t r.at a 'though CONTINENTAL is now a larger
and stronger bank than it was 25 j^ears 8go the stock is at present
quoted on a higher yield basis than in 1907.
This unusual situation is of course clue to security market condi-
tions, but affords an excellent opportunity to acquire the stock
on an exceptionally liberal yielu basis. We recommend purchase cf
these shares at present low levels.
February 1907
March 1932
Capital & Surplus
$ 1,354,000
10,751,476
Deposits
S 7,016,900
31,909,515
Current yiela
4.05g
8.57£
CURRENT DIVIDEND:
$1.20 a share annually
PRESENT MARKET FOR THE STOCK:
13 Bid - 14 Asked
April 30, 1932.

J, J. iioynahan
GOOD
!• Arouses interest by means of food.
2. Human interest in idea of staying away and coming back
to find food in good condition.
3. Interest, desire and action are present.
4. Plan of payment in proper place in letter.
5. Color helps--makes you read further.
6. Letterhead not quite dignified enough but yet neat.
7. Well spaced on page.
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J. J. MOYNAHAN
YOUR ELECTRICIAN
HOUSE WIRING ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
and MOTOR REPAIRING and FIXTURES
, SQUARE DAVIS SQUARE
Som. 1826 Tel. Som. 2302
SOMERVILLE, MASS.
March 27, 1930
At home or away
Your food is always safe!
Jump into the old "bus and ride -- anywhere.
Stay away for the week-end or stay away a whole week.
When you come "back you will find your eggs, butter,
milk and meat in perfect condition — that is, if you
have a General Electric Refrigerator in your house.
The General Electric Refrigerator keeps
food in perfect condition for a week or even longer!
No rush to the store for food when you return home,
and no worry that the food in the icebox will be
spoiled*
The General Electric Refrigerator is on
display in our storo. Won't you drop in sometime and
let us tell ycu about it and show you its many
attractive features. Or if it's more convenient,
send us the enclosed post oard and we shall send you
further information. Of course this will not obligate
you in any way.
Sinoerely yours,
(
J. J. MOYNAHAN
JJM-DGG "Your Electrician"
Enclosure
P.S. We have an attractive Easy Payment Plan. By a
special arrangement with the Boston Edison Company,
you can buy a General Electric Refrigerator from us
and pay for it monthly on your electric light bill.

Olson Rug Company
POOR
1» Letterhead too much like an advertisement,
2. Letter not well centered on the paper--
3. Takes up too much room--psrhaps would have been better
on two sheets or cut down to one sheet possibly would be
better--use fewer words.
4. Not neat.
5. Interest not aroused sufficiently to send for "Fall
Catalog.
"
6. Paper of inferior grade.
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Established 1874.
HtSPONSIBILITIES $200,000.00
PROFITS
-cess"
DIRECTORS:
WALTER E OLSON,
PRESIDENT.
LOUIS S.SWENSON.
VICE P W ES
JOS. EH ECKEL.
SEC.ANOTREAS.
JOHN ROZANSKI\ J A DUPONT
28-30-32-34-36-38-40 LAFL1N ST
A SPECIAL OFFER
WEAVERS OFTHE
Olson Velvety
csty ess
From Your Old Carpets
and Cloth i ng
• • "
-r~—
PROPERTY
OF" THE
mm kMimv
I am going to make a SPECIAL PROPOSITION to you, a proposition I believe,
you will agree with me is very fair— and I surely expect to receive your order on
le strength of it.
Unless you have seen the New Velvety Rugs we manufacture from old carpets,
lgs and old clothing, it is hard to realize how beautiful and durable they are.
lew OLSON VELVETY RUGS woven from old carpets are thick, with a deep rich pile. By
wonderful process the fibres in all of your material are picked apart, respun,
jdyed and rewoven into brand new rugs,— exactly the same as the rug3 some stores
:© charging $6.00 per yard for.
OLSON VELVETY RUGS will lie flat on the floor, they are woven and dyed in any
it the following popular colors for rugs: red, green, brown or blue and cost you
le-third as much as any other good rug—THAT IS REAL ECONOMY.
OUR PROPOSITION^
If you will send me your old carpets, rugs, old clothing and rags,— I don't
!*e how badly worn they are,— I don't care what color they are,— I will agree--
to scour, clean, dye and weave them into a new rug or rugs exactly the same pat-
tern and color as you select from our catalog— and I will send it to you and allo-
fou to keep it on your floor one week,—with an absolute understanding that if
rou notify me at any time within one week,
—
you can return the rug to me at my
expense, if you are not satisfied with it for any reason whatsoever.
Your new rug will match the decorations of your room. It will be a reversible
— without s_eaas , with beautiful deep rioh coloring, and it will WEAR 1 i ke~ ironT
Let me send you post paid our new FALL CATALOG showing thirty, patterns in
ictual colors, prices and full information including our liberal freight payment
>ffer. Mail the enclosed post card today.
Yours very truly,
OLSON
P/S. Come in and see us on your next visit to Chicago. WE
will be glad to show you through our large plant and explain the
various processes through which your old carpets pass in the
manufacture of your new Velvety Rugs.
'ABU SHED 1874" I
31 NATO RS ^

The Commercial Travelers Mutual A. A,
POOR
1. No terms mentioned.
2. 'ffhat is it selling?
3. Is it a letter for dues?
4. Details in regard to insurance not mentioned, if that is
what it is selling.
5. Not well spaced.
6. It isn't an interview and yet mentions one.
7. Incomplete--
8. Gloomy in outlook.
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Tlxe
Commercial Urarrelers
Mutual
Accident Association
D I R ECXO RS:
EVERETT F. CRUMB
JESSE E. JONES
CHAS. E. KENNEDY
CHAS. A. MOSHER
GEO. W. PIXLEY
GEO. A. KENNEDY
T. M. GLATT, PRESICCNT
H. C. TREVVETT. SIC. * treas. of*America
Aug.11,1930
Over 2^0,000 Aocidents
Costing Thirty Million Dollars
If I could talk individually to every one
of our members, setting forth the good this
Assooiation is doing and has done in the past,
there would be fewer lapses for non-payment of
assessments and more interest taken in our growth*
We have, to the best of our ability, given to
our members the best insurance possible, at a
moderate price* During the past ^7 years the
Association has paid out to its members for injuries
over thirty millions of dollars, representing over
two hundred and forty thousand claims*
As you know, to give this Interview is impossible,
so all that I can hope is that this letter may
accomplish some of the results of such an interview.
Can I count on your interest in this—your
Association—to bring in one new member?
Yours very truly,
•S. We are enclosing Assessment No. 165
Pay Now—Don't Wait
Secretary.

Monarch Accident Insurance Company
GOOD
1* Arouses interest because it is a human interest story.
2. It encourages you to look further and read about the
various plans or types of insurance.
3. The card is made easy when all that is necessary is the
signing and filling in the address.
4. The letterhead is dignified and the illustrations in
good taste.
5. It makes you want to turn the page, if you are at all
interested in insurance or annuities.
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BUSINESS REPLY CARD
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE U'.'ITCO STATES
2c.~POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
MONARCH
14 Maple Street
Springfield, Mass.
MONARCH
Monarch Accident Insurance Company
Monarch Life Insurance Company
Clyde W. YOUNG, President
SPRINGFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS
MOMENTS THAT LIVE
IN OUR MINDS
There had "been only a slight
ache in his side when he went to bed.
During the night it turned to a noticeable
pain, slight at first . then sharper, and
finally keen, like a knife, making sleep
impossible. The doctor was called, looked
him over and finally said with an attempted
smile:
get you out of here to-night. Where
"Well, old fellow, we've got to
is the 'phone?"
"But, Doctor,--"
What about the expense! A pavment due on the
car! Every niokel needed in the business and Mary planning on a new hat
and dress. Last evening it looked as if they could .just about "get by"
with a little "skimping" here and there. Now it was all gone, their plans
all "knocked in the head".
Not a pleasant memory to haunt those who have
gone through it. The uncertainty, the worry, and, above all, the thought
of the little things your illness would take away from "them".
Isn't a very little sacrifice in ordinary times
worth while if it will relieve a part of the terror of these moments? The
MONARCH opens a way to you. Follow it!
Sincerely yours,
Vice-President.
WUnt MOW IM II m*AU-Rou
An Income If Disabled
The Monarch offers you a guaranteed income protected by the exclusive
"MONARCH TRIPLE GUARANTEE" in an amount to meet your needs, commencing
with the first day of disability and continuing as long as you are unable to perform the
duties of your occupation.
This is an emergency income which will cover the increased expenses of accident or
illness, such as Doctor's bills, hospital treatment, nursing care, etc. It protects your savings
account against the losses which result during the length of time your income might
cease from disability.
This part of the program furnishes money when you need it and gives you the peace
of mind which brings about an early recovery. It is the one safe and sure way of smooth-
ing the way for your family when the foundation for all their comforts, your income, is
destroyed.
The MONARCH sells money for future delivery
when you or your family needs it most.
PLACE YOUR ORDERS EARLY
9tection" will do for you . . .
An Income For Your Family
If you were to leave to-morrow on an extended trip the first thing you would think
of would be "How much money will they need until I come back?" You would probably
think in terms of monthly expense, as that is the way we are accustomed to receive our
bills and meet our obligations.
What if you should have to leave forever? What provision have you made for a
monthly income for your family? Remember that the income at six per cent on $1000.00
will buy only a loaf of bread and a quart of milk per day.
The 'Monarch offers you a plan for guaranteeing an adequate monthly income to your
family which will continue for any number of years you may specify.
A "Clean-Up" Fund
Have you insured the insurance you own? Have you made sure that the beneficiaries
under the policies will be the ones to profit by them? We sometimes forget that before any-
thing can come to them there are several other people to be satisfied—the creditors, the
Doctor, the Nurse, the Tax Collector, the Attorney, the Undertaker and others. Many
estates that might have been adequate for the family have shrunken away from all of
these other claims upon them and the resulting amount has left the family in want.
The Monarch offers you a "Clean-Up" fund which will guarantee that the full
amount of your life insurance estate will be handed over to those for whom it is intended.
A Retirement Income For
Yourself
Every man has "Some Day" plans, things
he would like to do some day when he has the
time and money. Perhaps you want to travel,
or retire to a little place in the country. Many
people do not reach this goal because they do
not guarantee the success of their plans.
The Monarch offers you a way by which
their fulfillment may be secured. It is part of
the service of MONARCH ALL-ROUND
PROTECTION to provide for your retire-
ment in later years.
Sending the Enclosed Card Brings Details Without Obligations

American Association for the Advancement of Science
POOR
1. Word "Science" used a lot in A. A. for A. of Science,
so that there isn't any doubt as to contents.
2. Too technical--interes t not held.
3. Gould be told more interestingly in fewer words--too
tires ome
.
4. A strikeover is noticeable in the address.
5. There is more than one idea in a paragraph.
6. It does not stimulate enthusiasm to join at once nor to
mail the check for $5.00 for annual dues.
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American Association for the Advancement of Science
And Associated Societies
lANZ BOAS -
<ARLES F. ROOS
PRESIDENT
PERMANENT SECRETARY
JOHN L. WIRT
BURTON E. LIVINGSTON
TREASURER
GENERAL SECRETARY
IMMER MEETING. PASADENA, CALIF.
JUNE t5TO 20. 193t
INTER meeting. NEW ORLEANS, LA.
CCEMBER 28, 1931, TO JANUARY 2. 1932
OFFICE OF THE PERMANENT SECRETARY
Smithsonian Institution Building
Washington, d. c.
October 3, 1931
Prof. Roy Davis,
Boston University,
Boston, Llass.
Dear Professor Davis:
You are, I am sure, already acquainted and even familiar with the
general aims of the Amerioan Association for the Advancement of Science.
The Association embraces all fields of science and in one or more of its
fifteen sections has a place for every one who is interested in science.
Its activities are varied and far reaching. Twice a year the A.A.A.S. and
many of its associated scientific societies hold annual meetings. Many of
the state academies of science have been financially aided by regular sub-
ventions. A Committee of One Hundred of the A.A.A.S., through its investi-
gations, has been very influential in improving the economic status of
teachers. Other committees are actively engaged in advancing science
throughout America. It is only through increased membership that the
Association can hope to carry out its present activities and to do other
important things which are constantly demanding attention.
Membership in the Association affords, in addition to most of the
privileges of the meetings and opportunities for personal contact with lead-
ing scientists, a year's subscription to the official journal of the Assoc-
iation, Science , or by the member's choice. The Scientific Monthly . Sample
copies of the journals will be sent on request; also a copy of the booklet
about the organization and work of the A.A.A.S.
Because your name occurs on the membership list of the American
Association of University Professors, you have the special privilege of
joining the A.A.A.S. without paying the usual entrance fee. All you need
to do is to fill in the blanks on the enclosed special application card
and to mail it to this office with a check for $5 for the annual dues.
By special arrangement you may have both membership journals by paying $3
in addition to the dues. Members of the A.A.A.S. also have the privilege
of subscribing to the Science News Letter at the reduced price of $3 for
the year.
We feel confident that you will find it advantageous to join the
Association and that you will return the enclosed application for member-
ship with the proper remittance.
Yours very sincerely,
Charles F. Roos
Permanent Secretary

Lever Brothers Company--May 22, 1933
GOOD
The unusual idea of placing the wrapper on the letter,
gets even more attention than an inclosure would.
Quoting the words of the manager of the hotel gives a
more personal touch to the letter.
The processing is so fine that it gives the appearance
of a personal letter*
Perhaps the spacing at the bottom could be improved upon.
There are no superfluous words.
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LEVER BROTHERS COMPANT
- CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS
LUX
RIN50
LIFEBUOY
LUX TOILET SOAP
PEARS' SOAP
GLYCERINE
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
CAMBRIDGE. MASS.
PLANTS
CAMBRIDGE. MASS
HAMMOND. IND.
May 22, 1933
Mr, B. E. Brown, Mgr.
Hotel Putnam
De Land, Fla.
My dear Mr. Brown:
hotel McAllister, miami, Florida uses lux toilet soap
• i
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Hold iHrAlltslrr
Miami, 3FlnriJ)a
For the past three years patrons
of the McAllister Hotel have been
pleased to find that the manage-
ment supplied them with Lux
Toilet Soap.
And the reason, says
K. Thomson, manager
hotel 1. is this
:
Mr. Leonard
of this
"Lux Toilet Soap is the ideal
soap for our hotel "because
it really pleases our guests.
In these days of keen compe-
tition we "believe it pays
well to give attention to
every detail .
"
Lux Toilet Soap - a delicately
scented white cake - is found in
the guest-rooms of thousands
of hotels throughout the country,
giving complete satisfaction to
guests and managers.
If you need a, supply of guest
soap, why not give Lux Toilet
Soap a trial? Just fill out
the enclosed blank.
CWW.MRB Price list enclosed
Cordiall3r yours
LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY
Manager <^
y
y
Hotel Service Department

Cunard Line
GOOD
1* The first sentence encourages you to read the booklet.
2. The prices of the tours appeal at this time.
3. The language is appealing, interesting and convincing.
4. The subject is treated from all points of view.
5. The enclosed card is printed in such a way as to be made
easy for the sender. With very little effort, you can
get the information concerning any country you wish.
6. The letter does take up too much room on the paper, however.
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£uhofre, COSTS I
To say that "A doughnut in Europe still I
than a doughnut in the U. S. A., despit'W
exchange," is to reflect, in understandable
day terms, the true situation of the pK
power of the dollar in Europe this year. In
pari son is particularly true insofar as the <|
trip to Europe are concerned. Steamship
road fares, hotels rates, and sightseeing
all down. To convince you of this, we h.j
piled the interesting facts in this booklet,!
no doubt in your mind that you can gel
deal more for your travel dollar in Europe
and that it will be many years beforl
bargains are again to be had.
All propagandists to the contrary, we]
emphasize that your dollar is still sound
Europe and capable of purchasing "mot i
nuts" despite the bugaboo of foreign <|
ARE LESS
rs outlined below are typical of values this
d a comparison with the same tours in 1 926,
lit Roosevelt's year of normalcy, reveals
jf 40%, 39% and 37% respectively.
ON A 5-day tour of London, including
jreakfast, lunch, dinner, tips to servants;
and afternoon sightseeing of city; guide
hirers; admission fees,- a day trip to see the
(Windsor and Hampton court, including
jnch from Maidenhead to Windsor ... all
Die as S28.
VMMERGAU Two nights lodging (First
ltd all meals, from dinner on the evening of
o breakfast on the morning of departure for
. . . 22% less than in 1930.
AND A 7-day tour by motor including
wonly $28.75 ... a rate of $4.10 per day.
9H
ARE LESS
•whip fares since 1926. Today, the
>erior to that available in past years
n cost for better than minimum rate
Rooms with private bath were available
for First Class passengers only in 1926.
I
They will be available for Tourist Class
passengers in 1934 for as little as $196.
Round Trip.
Passengers in 1934 will enjoy accom-
Imodations formerly available only to
Tourist and Second Class passengers for
a round trip rate of $153.50.
S IN ALL
ays in London with
sor, Hampton Court,
Jn Paris with sight-
eau de Malmaison.
3%
NOW
IT COSTS
$531
• *
,
^Jhfalr ARE
Hotel rates all over Europe are way d
their normal 1926 levels ... the average
amounts to over 34%. The following <
part of a recently conducted survey of h>
of 20 European cities in 7 countries for
season, scarcely needs any further
In LONDON . . .a reduction of 2
In LUCERNE a reduction of 3
In COLOGNE .a reduction of 3
In AMSTERDAM a reduction of 4
In BRUSSELS a reduction of 2
In HEIDELBERG .a reduction of 2
In PARIS a reduction of 3
In ROME . .
In VENICE
a reduction of 5
a reduction of 4
ARE LESS
r BRITAIN A trip from London to
with a visit to the Trossachs and the
Country, returning from Edinburgh via the
and Shakespeare Country may be had
2 1-10c a mile!
\NY A 1 500-mile railroad tour to and
burg via Berlin, Dresden, Nuremberg,
Dberammergau, the Black Forest, the
i but S35.70, or 2V3 c a milel
CE Round-trip tickets (week-end to
luration) are reduced by 30%. Tour
)wing stop-overs, are also available.
AND Netherlands Railroad fares are
w those of 1926. In addition a 20%
ipplies in 1934 to parties of ten or more.
"AfTER reading these ex-
amples of the reductions
European travel costs in 1 93
we suggest that you fill ou
the enclosed card and let
send you further informati
regarding sailings, accommo-
dations, rates and events ol
interest in the various Euro-
pean countries
I
CU1MAR#-ALI
A P 76465 MARCH 15, 1934
3£

FIRST C
Permit Nc
(SEC. 510 F
New York
BUSINESS REPLY CARD
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES
2c POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CUNARD LINE
25 BROADWAY
MR. J. L. AUSTIN NEW YORK, N. Y.
CUNARD LINE
ANCHOR LINE
IN YOUR REPLY TELEPHONE
KINDLY QUOTE 25 BROADWAY BOWLING GREEN 9- 5300
JLA:il NEW YORK
u 1 « „ March 21, 1934.Mr. Charles P. Cox,
544 Huron Ave
.
,
Cambridge, Mass.
Dear Mr. Cox:
"Dollars and Doughnuts" is a tiny hook, but it's packed chock full of facts. It's
guaranteed to completely demolish any idea that exchange rates will make a European
vacation expensive this year. Please be sure to read it.
Then we should like to send you, without cost or obligation, interesting material
that tells all about worth while events in Europe during the next few months.
England, for instance, is Just alive with activity - the opening of the Shakespeare
dramatic season at Stratford; the hard court championships at Bournemouth; the
Royal Naval, Military and Air Force Tournament; the Whitney Cup polo finals.
Symphony concerts by the Royal Philharmonic Society and the London Symphony and
Philharmonic Orchestras are frecjuent occurrences.
Southern Prance offers you Nice, Cannes, Biarritz and Monte Carlo in full swing,
while Paris - even gayer than in summer - has its serious side in such things as
the exhibitions at the Grand Palais, to say nothing of the present opportunity to
see history in the making.
But we could go on through all Europe, finding in each country so many interesting
events. Instead, why not let us send you complete information? The enclosed card
will bring it to you without cost or obligation.
In addition, it will bring you information concerning winter rates, which enable
you to sail as late as June 10th at a saving of more than 5#. You will want to
know, too, about Cunard's facilities for arranging an individual tour to your own
specifications, including hotel accommodations and railway tickets - complete from
New York to New York - at a definite and moderate cost.
If, however, you have already planned your tour, you may like to receive details
of our various sailings. The card will bring these, too. As a former passenger,
it will be a real pleasure to give your wishes my personal attention.
ASSISTANT PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER
N A R n FOOrt^M r»QAC--re a

Jack Carr
GOOD
1» The letterhead is quite different.
2. Even the date is put in an unusual manner.
3. The beginning arouses interest and gets attention.
4. The letter is well centered on the page.
5. The language is expressed in a cordial, friendly style.
6. W I don't THINK it pays--I KNOW IT" causes one to believe
he is right.
7. The letter has persuasion which is backed up by the
partial list enclosed on the second 3heet»
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Dtn a Friendly Farm
Lutz, Florida
Warren Co
101 Milk Street
Boston Mass
s& err m PRODUCTION PL-ANT AT
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
CREATOR OF CORDIAL CONTACTS
AND ORIGINATOR OF THE CONTINUITY
IDEA IN DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING
Ms is Apr!.s il
19 3 2
I'm a perfect fool
—
Maybe I shouldn't make it quite so strong.
Because none of us are perfect, are we?
But here's what I'm trying to say. I'm a
perfect fool on the subject of a certain form
of advertising called Cordial Contact and Con-
tinuity. And why shouldn't I be?
After an experience covering more years than I
care to talk about, in every medium of adver-
tising, one thing stands out like a red dress
at a funeral. It's this:
Whether business is good or bad, whether times
are prosperous or dov/n in the depths of depression,
I've never seen a monthly mailing of friendly
little letters fail to bring some results.
You know, it seems to be an American trait to
think that unless something is expensive and
complicated, it isn't worth while. But we're
getting away from that idea.
Merchants and manufacturers are finding out
what I've known for years. The cost of sending
a letter, month after month, to old customers
and a selected list of new prospects, is small.
I don't THINK it pays - I KNOW IT I That's why
I say I'm a perfect fool on the subject.
And hoping you are the same, I am alw
lordially yo
To
«
CP
•
CO
CO
PARTIAL LIST OF NATIONALLY KNOWN CONCERNS WHO USE
JACK CARR'S CORDIAL CONTACT LETTERS FOR MONTHLY MAILING
American Candy Company - Milwaukee
Alabama Chemical Company - Montgomery
American Manufacturing Company - Chattanooga
Associated Credit Bureau - Steubenville , Ohio
Walter Booth Shoe Company - Milwaukee
E, L. Bruce Company - Memphis
Thomas Burkhard Inc - Brooklyn
F. N. Burt Company - Buffalo
Carrom Company - Ludington, Michigan
Curlee Clothing Company - St. Louis
Exchange Petroleum Corp - Wichita Falls, Texas
General Refining Company - Cleveland
A. J. Gocking Company - Charlotte
Orrin S. Good Lumber Company - Newark
Kagerstown Leather Company - Hagerstown, Md.
Hanson's Gloves - Milwaukee
Hart Drug Corporation - Miami
Hazel Maid Bread
Hollywood Paper Box Company - Hollywood
Industrial Metal Company - Philadelphia
Johns -Manvi lie Company - Marion, Indiana
Jones Paint Company - Rome, N. Y.
Kokomo Lithographic Company - Kokomo, Indiana
Lummus Cotton Gin Company - Memphis
Stanley McMahan Milling Company - Sevierville, Term.
McLean Building Reports - Toronto
Master Service Corporation - Los Angeles
Missouri-Interstate Paper Company - Kansas City
Moe Bridges Company - Milwaukee
Morton Salt - Chicago
Murphy Hotel Supply Company - St. Louis
National Republican Club - New York
O'Neil Oil Company - Milwaukee
Progress Laundry - Asbury Park, N. J.
Reliance Electric Company - Cleveland
Royster Guano Company - Norfolk
Schultz Box Company - Milwaukee
I, Shainin & Company - New York k Shanghai
Howard Smith Paper Mills - Montreal
Arthur Thompson & Company - Baltimore
U-Profit Cap Manufacturing Co - Linden, N. J.
Volunteers of America - Detroit
Wadham's Oil Company - Chicago
Westinghouse Electric - Milwaukee
Wholesalers Oklahoma Agency - Oklahoma City
Wisconsin & Michigan Transportation Company

International Silver Company
GOOD
1. The letterhead is decidedly dignified and in good taste,
2. The margins and typewriting are good.
3. The announcement is told in a sufficient number of words.
4. It answers the purpose for which it was written.
5. The sentences are of proper length.
6. The date, address, salutation are as they should be.
7. Perhaps it would be better for the complimentary close
to be in a line with the date.
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,les Offices
CH ICAGO
(fcw YORK
vN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS
TORONTO
NTERNATIONAL SlLVER COMPANY
General Offices
Meriden, Connecticut
ADDRESS REPLY TO
EASTERN SALES
Factori es
M ERI DEN
WALLINGFORD
NORWICH AND
WATERBURY. CONN
NORTHAMPTON. MASS
I n Canada
HAMILTON
NIAGARA FALLS
DIVISION
3-19 MAIDEN LANE. NEWYORK
September 12, 1933
Reagan, Kipp Co., Inc.
162 Tremont Street
Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen:
The International Silver Company announces a major
sales exhibit of its sterling silver and plated hollowware
lines to be held at the Parker House in Boston, between
September 18th and 23rd inclusive.
Simpson Hall & Miller Co., Sterling
1847 Rogers Bros. Silverplate
Holmes & Edwards-Inlaid
Wm. Rogers 6 Son Silverplate
International Silverplate
Sarbour and Webster Reproductions
Wilcox & Evertsen Sterling
Watrous Sterling and La Pierre Lines
Mr. J. R. Murphy
Mr. R. E. Clark
Mr. J. H« Johnston
Mr. J. L. Hagy
Mr. R. E. Williams
Mr. R. H. Stevenson
Mr. D. T. Pagan
Mr. D. T. Fagan
This will be an unusual exhibit, not only because
of the size and variety of the lines displayed, but also
because of the artistic and striking settings in which these
lines are placed.
The exhibit will be of interest to every silverware
dealer who is interested in quality merchandise; we extend
you a cordial invitation to visit the display and become
acquainted with our quality lines and their representatives.
Very truly yours,
INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY
KGMerrill:AR Manager

Lever Brothers Company- -Slay 5, 1932
GOOD
1. The color of the paper is appealing and reminds one of
the cleanliness as to soap*
2. The salutation is a little unusual but it does get to the
point right away.
3. It gives managers of hotels something to think about in
its message.
4. "May we
?
H is quite effective at the end.
5. The spacing is better on this letter than on the other two
but the novelty in the others appeals.
6. The written English is in good taste.
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LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY
- CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS -
LUX
RINSO
LIFEBUOY
LUX TOILET SOAP
PEARS' SOAP
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
CAMBRIDGE. MASS.
GLYCERINE
PLANTS
CAMBRIDGE. MASS.
HAMMOND. IND.
May 5, 1932
What do
your guests
prefer?
A prominent manager of a large eastern hotel told us
recently:
"Guests seem to be mighty particular about
the toilet soap a hotel gives them for,
after all, soap is a most intimate item.
Unfortunately, though, many managers
think that just "because they receive no
complaints, their guests are perfectly
satisfied .
"
Isn't this statement only too true? Rarely will a guest
complain about the soap you supply, but just the same, if
it doesn't please, he is bound to criticize inwardly, and
that criticism doesn't do your hotel a bit of good.
So why take such a chance when you can purchase Lux
Toilet Soap? It is the soap used by the vast majority
of your guests. It is known and liked by them all.
We can give you prompt delivery, and desire to serve you.
May we?
Cordially yours
LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY
CWW:G

Thayer McNeil Company
GOOD
lm The folder is attractively planned,
2* At this time, one's thoughts turn to new footwear,
3» I'm not sure whether Claudette Colbert's ideas would
convince me. However, she is noted for her smartness
and style in dress.
4. The letterhead is conservative.
5. The language is truly to the point without any superfluous
words
•
6. The shoes certainly are pleasing to look at.
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daiuLdte (ZolLtt, one of the best
dressed women of the screen said in a
recent interview that a woman could be
well-dressed on very little money. Among
the few items she mentioned, on which one
could not economize, were shoes. Miss Col-
bert went on to say: "Women should take
good care of their feet and see that they
are smartly clad. Cheap shoes not only
do not look well, but they do not last; and
prove more expensive in the long run."
We agree with Miss Colbert. Good shoes
will prove truly economical in terms of
smartness and long wear!
13.50
"16.50
9985—Build your shoe wardrobe around
an oxford such as the one illustrated
here. With a comfortable heel for
walking and multiple perforations for added
dash. Black, navy and brown calfskin. $10.75
6916—For those "in-between occasions"
—
what better choice than an informal sandal
of soft gray suede with a modified heel?
May also be selected in black or brown
calfskin. Quality at a low price. $12.50
7408—Downward slanting shoulders, flared
peplums—all the exciting new fashions call
for a shoe as daringly new as this Cubis
opera pump in Ribalin with kid trim.
Select it in black, navy or brown. $13.50
7844—The T-Strap slipper, perennially
smart. The front of this shoe is fashioned of
four pieces of kid, cut-out in petal effect
and joined at the center by a thin strap.
Piping for trim. Navy, black, brown. $14.50
5945—This jaunty tie fairly sings "Spring."
Of crisp Suva cloth and calfskin. If you're
going to wear suits this Spring—here's your
shoe. Navy, black, brown, light beige or
gray. (Also white for southern wear.) $16.50
B. 2708—For the Cocktail hour—and on
into the evening—the "dernier cri" in the
"don't dress" shoe is the opera pump of
black crepe, with rhinestone eyelets! (Ex-
clusive with our Boylston St. shop.) $18.50
12.50
Our Popular CLOCKED HOSIERY
$1.35 pr.
(3 prs. $3.85)
An exquisitely sheer and clear hose in
constant demand with our customers. Ex-
tremely flattering to the ankle; the clox are
so placed that they remain straight all day
long. ^Finished in the careful French manner.
Look so much more expensive than they are!
Printemps—for wear with all the bright
blues and navy. Dansante— good with
pastels and other evening colors. Soleil— a
bright shade to wear with prints and
greens. La Parisienne— for wear with
tweeds and beige and brown tones.
Mail and telephone orders carefully
filled. LIBerfy I960
THAYER
McNEILwwmr
47 Temple Place
Coolidge Corner
414 Boylston St.
Wellesley Square
Be sure to see our stunning
collection of
NEW SPRING HANDBAGS
They come in such fascinating materials as
checkered calfskin; plaited crepes; gay
colored linens (for immediate Southern
Wear) and many other new materials.
Priced $5.00; $8.50; $10.50; $13.50 & up.
Sketched: black crepe afternoon
bag with gold carved frame and
pearl ornament. $13.50
~3 Q-fJ (T^-
THAYER. McNEIL COMPANY
PLEASE ADDRESS REPLY TO
A7 TEMPLE PLACE • BOSTON
March 14, 1934
Miss Olive Cox
544 Huron Avenue
Cambridge, Mass.
Dear Miss Cox:
With Easter only a few weeks away, we hope you* 11
come in and seo our collection of new Spring shoes!
The enclosed folder illustrates several of the stun-
ning new styles we have to offer. It also outlines
Claudette Colbert's philosophy on being well-dressed.
Miss Colbert is considered one of the most fashion-
able women on the screen; and her statement that a
woman can be well-dressed on very little money will
undoubtedly surprise you.
Read what she has to say in our Easter folder,
attached!
Cordially,
THAYER McNEIL COMPANY
KPLE PLACE + 15 WEST STREET • 414 BOYLSTON STREET also COOLIDGE CORNER and WELLESLEY SQUARE

CHAPTER XIII
Particular
spondent
s
Methods of Training Commercial Corre-
in Corporations in written English
U3ed by Ginn & Company
Secretaries and correspondents in Ginn <5b Company with
branches in many large cities, are put through an intensive
course of training, especially in regard to writing adver-
tisements. Secretaries and correspondents are mentioned
because some secretaries are correspondents as well.
These secretaries have worked with salesmen for several
years so that they understand and come in closer contact with
problems to be dealt with. Besides these recruited secretaries
from the Sales Department, college graduates are employed
to be advertisers. The graduates have either written letters
of application or do so before they are engaged. The purpose
of this is to find out whether they are sufficiently qualified
in written English or not.
Previous training in writing advertisements is not im-
portant. However, attainment in English in college is in-
vestigated in many instances.
The prospective advertisers are then made acquanited
with printing methods at the plant where the school books
are printed.
The next step in the course of training is that each
novice is given an assignment to do in the form of a simple
advertisement. These are criticised to see whether the
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student can advance to more difficult work. Often ability
is shown almost at once, while others may take two or more
years to produce a finished piece of advertising copy.
The advertiser in the course of four or five years
advances to the stage where the variety and change policy is
considered, when he gets another type of assignment to do.
The company feels that a complete change of work brings about
the best results.
It is interesting to know that, if there is any question
or doubt about a rule in grammar, for instance, Ball's "Con-
structive Snglish" is used as a guide. Among others, news-
papers, the Massachusetts Supreme Court and many departments
in the State House consult it as an undisputed authority in
Snglish grammar.
Employed in the General Electric Company
The General Electric organization is made up of: Execu-
tive offices, General offices, Sales offices, Y/orks, Ware-
houses, Service Shops and associated companies with branches
widely distributed. The company does not have a distinct
Correspondence department. However, Sales Circular Letters
are worked out in conjunction with the Sales Department. The
chief concern is to convince the customer in the letter that
he wants the product, using the fewest number of cogent words.
Trite expressions are avoided. The customer's point of
view is constantly kept in mind. These Sales Circular Letters
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are first drafted, then vamped and revamped again and again.
They are never considered entirely satisfactory. Changes are
made often. The policy is that there is always room for
improvement, even when some letters have been multigraphed
and sent out, the next group is changed and may be entirely
different from those already written.
Stenographers and typists are given instruction as to
their particular duties. Some of these, as of April 1933,
follow:
1. They are responsible for the addresses written
on envelopes, letters and telegrams. It will
be their duty to examine such addresses and if
necessary to cons ;lt dictators before sending
to ascertain if---a) Names are spelled correctly,
b) Street numbers and names of streets and
cities are correct. c) The location of the
sender as mentioned in ff9 is clear.
2. The following rules apply to internal corre-
spondence unless otherwise noted and should be
strictly observed.
3. As practically all mail between General Electric
branches is pouched, it is not necessary to
show complete addresses on internal correspondence
Addresses should be shown as follows:
Mr. John Smith, Mr. John Smith
Engineering Dept., or Philadelphia Office
Philadelphia Work3
4. Do not address "Mr. John Smith, Lynn, Mass."
Both works are located at West Lynn and it is
important to specify whether Mr. John Smith is
located at the River Works or the West Lynn
Works. These are separate places of business.
5. Letters which are sent to the Mailing Department
after the pouches have been closed should be
enclosed in standard blue external envelopes,
and the complete address should be shown thereon.
6. Addresses on Telegrams: Street addresses should
not be shown on telegrams to the offices in
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cities where there is only one place of busi-
ness. Such telegrams should be addressed:
Mr. John Smith,
General Electric Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Complete street addresses should be shown on
the telegrams to General Electric offices in
cities where there is more than one place of
business. For example:
Mr. John Smith, Mr. John Smith,
General Electric Co., General Electric Co.,
6901 Elrawood Ave., 1405 Locust St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa.
All internal letters except those of a personal
or confidential nature should be mailed "flat."
Multi-page letters or letters with attachments
should be securely pinned or stapled together.
The upper left-hand corner of such letters should
be folded over and the pin or staple inserted
in the fold. Pin points must be buried. The
M Star H Stapling Machine, stocked in Stationery
Department, Schnectady, is an excellent machine
for stapling "flat" mail. Staples are readily
removed if it is necessary to separate papers.
Clips must not be used on flat mail. Letters
with attachments that are too bulky to permit
pinning or stapling should be enclosed in
envelopes.
Location of Sender
The following rule applies to all letters sent
from one place of business to another and must
be strictly observed. The place and date of
such letters will be written in full according
to the following examples:
When Sent from Works:
Philadelphia Works, April 15, 1933
When Sent from Sales Offices:
Philadelphia Office, April 15, 1933
When Sent from Warehouses:
Philadelphia Warehouse, April 15, 1933
When Sent from Service Shops:
Philadelphia Service Shop, April 15, 1933
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9. On internal telegrams, the name of the sender
will be followed by the place from which the
telegram is sent, whether leased wire telegrams
or otherwise, as:
John Smith, Works, Office, or Warehouse etc.
Unless this information is given, it is im-
possible in many instances, to determine from
which place the telegram comes and replies are
misdirected. It is not necessary to include
the name of the city after the name of the
sender, as this appears at the head of the
t el egram.
Works Interdepartmental Correspondence
10. To enable the Works Mailing Departments to make
prompt and accurate distribution of the mail,
all departments at the Works will give the
following information in addressing interde-
partmental correspondence. a) Name and initials,
b) Department. c) Building number.
11. Second, third and fourth class mail should not
be sealed and the contents should be noted on
the envelope; that is, whether the contents may
be "printed matter," "blue prints," "merchandise,"
etc. Without such marking, packages must be
opened for inspection by the mailing Department,
which causes much extra work and delay.
Suggestions for an advertising campaign
1. A Sales Direction Plan. Methods of advertising
offered according to the publicity program,
advocating a complete service to customers in
the ensemble Selling Campaign.
2. Articles included on various products in the
magazine "The General Electric Motor Dealer."
3. Promote an exchange of ideas among dealers by
seeking and welcoming articles explaining how
dealers have met and solved problems. Does
this kind of material help in your business?
Some such subjects can be used for a publicity
campaign x
1. Best Sales Methods for Particular Apparatus
Lines
.
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2. Sales Campaign Suggestions,
3. How the Dealer can Modernize his Selling
Methods.
4. Description of New Products.
5. Business Policy and General Sales Philosophy.
A "Customers and Prospects Mailing List" is issued at
certain intervals which at present contains more than 60,000
names. Each name i3 classified, first, by the industry in
which an individual or company is engaged; second, by the
products in which the customer or prospect is interested;
and third, by local-office territories.
The regular and systematic distribution of publicity
material can be used profitably to introduce new products,
to contact customers between regular calls, to answer in-
quiries, and to supply buyers with information for ordering.
The proper distribution of publications occasionally results
in direct orders.
In Practice by Lever Brothers Company
Every fall the heads of the various departments at
Lever Brothers Company send to the correspondence executive,
whose title in this company is "Literary Counselor," the
names of certain young men and women who have not had training
under this executive's direction.
These employees are chosen, first, because they have
shown some ability in letter-writing and secondly, because
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they are likely to be called upon to dictate in the future.
A class of these dictators-to-be is formed and meets
once a week for fifteen weeks during office hours. It is
led by the Literary Counselor. At each meeting one letter-
writing topic is discussed; letters are analysed and some
correspondence problem is solved. Words—pronunciation and
usage--are taken up every week with a view to increasing the
students' scope of expression.
When students begin to dictate let ters--whether the
dictation occurs during the fifteen weeks' course or after
it is f inished--the Literary Counselor supervises these new
dictators' efforts for as long a period as he thinks necessary.
A review of carbon copies of letters from these correspondents,
as well as from practically all dictators in the company, is
undertaken periodically. In this way, the high standard of
letter-writing which this company has reached is maintained.
This group of young dictators forms an excellent source
upon which the company may draw when a dictator is needed at
short notice or otherwise.
It is the policy of Lever Brothers Company to promote
from within its organization as far as possible so that if
young men or young women have begun at the bottom and show
an aptitude for advertising, selling, secretarial or other
work, they are promoted to the department in which they are
most interested if and when there is an opportunity for them.
Although the Stenographic Department is under the direct
supervision of a very capable woman and although the private
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stenographers are young women of unusual ability, the Literary
Counselor keeps an eye on the stenographic activities.
All stenographers follow the teachings of a Stenographic
Manual which has been prepared for their use by the Literary
Counselor. Every new stenographer is required to know the
contents of this guide before she does any work for the
c ompany
•
Group meetings are held periodically and at these
gatherings the Literary Counselor takes up subjects of
particular interest to stenographers.
Special attention is given to letter appearance, spelling,
punctuation, grammar. Untidiness in any degree in any letter
is not tolerated, and letters must be retyped or corrected
if any of these factors makes correction necessary.
Through the constant supervision of the Literary Counselor,
the work of the dictators and of the stenographers is kept on
the high plane of distinctiveness and productiveness which
this company enjoys today.
Systems in regard to special types of letters applied in
Ginn & Company, General Electric Company and
Lever Brothers Company
Letters in Ginn & Company are usually sent out for
particular purposes not like those of other firms.
Notes for librarians are sent in Circular or Standard
Form type on green stationery. These were made up and signed
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as a personal letter until the number reached 1000. Then it
was necessary to multigraph them. The more formal letterhead
is on white paper.
In the General Electric Company, letters in general are
dictated over the Ediphone usually to satisfy the individual
needs.
Complaints are welcomed so that the company can benefit
from them. The adjustments are then made satisfactorily either
by repairing the machine already installed or by making some
other arrangement.
They do not believe in a series of collection letters,
but at the end of thirty days, notices are sent which come
straight to the point that money is due and should be paid.
Results are obtained.
Engineering letters are written in a strictly technical
manner where the written English is not as important as the
facts
.
The managers of these departments are college graduates
and i~re therefore expected to know their line of work. Con-
ferences are held to discuss publicity and other matters of
course.
In Lever Brothers Company, although a series is employed
in collection letters at times, a personal letter is preferred
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to take care of a specific situation, depending on times
and conditions
•
Intramural Correspondence is written on a cheaper grade
of paper, omi-ting the letterhead "Lever Brothers Company."
Direct mail plays an important part in the conduct of
this company's business and thousands of letters are sent
out every year to its customers. In no other way would it
be possible for this manufacturer to reach the vast number
of persons which it serves.
Interviews were made with:
Miss Capstick ~)
Mr. Bliss I General Electric Company
Mr. Kernan
Miss Pansy Smith)
Mr. Robeson J Ginn & Company
Mr. Buck Lever Brothers Company
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CHAPTER XIV
Conclusion
"Written English of American Corporations" may be de-
fined as standard English that is expressed in words suitable
for business concerns in America*
The English used at present for business purposes has
undergone many changes from the first symbols or rude
pictures that were drawn representing the sun, the moon or
anima Is
.
The actual language or the nearest to the English in use
today dates from the time of Chaucer, that is from about 1350
A.D. However, this English differs from our own twentieth
century English as Latin does from Spanish.
Dictionary writing went a long way toward establishing
spelling after 1755. In 1859 the standard written language
was that called "London English," used in and near the city
of London.
Most of the words, however, that have to do with every-
day life have come down from the nnglo-Saxon. Those are the
words in English that express simple ideas or common relations.
He have also come quite a long way from the strictly
formal, very stilted and stiff letters of the period about
1850, written with a quill pen instead of by means of a
typewriter. Today there isn't time to waste for a business
man to read, "Your esteemed favor of the 14th instant re-
ceived, I now take my pen in hand to say" etc.
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The one element that is still stressed from that time,
1850, however, is courtesy. No matter what type of letter is
being planned, there should always be time for politeness.
Dignity, on the other hand, need not be emphasized to the
extent it was about the middle of the last century.
Demands on letter writers are much more complicated
and diversified than they were, as considerable progress has
been made in vocabularies since early times. After all, a
vocabulary can be as extensive as a person wishes it to be.
But it is well to remember that while English should be used
correctly, there is bound to be a difference, especially in
the choice of words used, talking and writing. Even the
language of a letter--the nearest approach of the written
word to speech--is of necessity different in tone from actual
talk.
A letter must try to accomplish in a page or more what
a salesman gives in an interview with twenty times the number
of words. Generally the salesman has personality which must
be incorporated in the letter.
Attention getting devices must be sought after in oral
and written language but not in just the same manner. The
salesman has a choice, if one method is not satisfactory. On
the other hand, the writer of the letter must win the attention
of the reader with a single well-chosen point.
Other qualities to be considered in written English as
well as in the spoken language are imagination, accuracy,
interest and selection of words. Understanding is most
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necessary orally and in written style.
Since reports are becoming more significant day by day
in all kinds of business, the important fact is to get the
point of view of the one addressed. What is to be included,
how much and what arrangement are the chief questions to be
asked
.
Therefore, we must take notice of the principal parts
in the report: (l) Collecting facts, choosing what is essen-
tial and discarding the unimportant (2) The outline (3) The
main section of the report (4) The conclusion or summary.
There are numerous kinds of reports from the one which
gives a list of duties for the day to the ones which take
years of research to compile.
Accuracy, of course, is to be noted in this kind of
written English. Time is saved undoubtedly, since the busy
executive can see at a glance the information wanted that
would otherwise take much longer, if given orally.
Intramural or internal correspondence may not only
include instructions, but also memoranda of all descriptions,
personal interviews, conferences, lists of various kinds in
one department, in one office, in one building or in a
corporation with branches scattered all over the country.
The paper used is generally of a cheaper grade than the -
company stationery with no letterhead, no salutation and no
complimentary close. The signature, if one appears at all is
usually typed rather than written by hand. The information is
accurate and to the point. The subject and date are generally
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in a conspicuous place.
These forms differ with the various companies according
to the needs of the department.
In the business world, this correspondence saves time
and money.
The chief media for advertisements are newspapers,
magazines, posters, car cards, trade journals, calendars,
catalogs, radio, house organs, blotters and many others.
Some appeals used are direct by radio, direct by mail,
color, motion, the bargain instinct, recent improvements,
new methods, new styles, reduced prices, time limits and a
host of others.
In writing about these advertisements four major points
must be kept constantly in mind, 1) Attention, 2} Interest,
3) Desire, 4) Action. When the first three are present, the
fourth takes place naturally in making the sale.
The choice of words requires much care, if the language
is to be vital and successful. Planning the advertisement
by listing the important point's at first is recommended be-
fore the actual writing takes place. Brevity and modesty
are worth remembering. Have faith in the goods advertised,
using the present tense as much as possible.
The style differs slightly from that of letter writing.
Capitals are used for emphasis. Phrases are writien fre-
quently instead of sentences. Paragraphs and sentences,
when used, are short. If punctuation is included, it is
generally limited to periods.
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Sales Letters are written primarily to make the sale.
In order to bring about a complete sale, one in which the
buyer is wholly satisfied, the sales letter must have the
fundamentals of an advertisement, that is, attention,
interest, desire and action.
Some of the important appeals through these letters
are: 1) Love of possession 2) Love of luxury 3) Vanity
4) Comfort 5) Cleanliness 6) Convenience 7) Imitation and
8) Actual need.
The mechanical details should be pleasing to the eye.
The letter must be neat and without mistake. Margins and
spacing should be even and consistent. Typewriting should
be done with accuracy.
Correct grammar, including proper punctuation and
sentence structure is most important. -he written English
should be so clear that the reader can readily grasp the
meaning in reading the correspondence once. The opening
sentence should encourage the recipient to read further.
Does the ending stimulate action? Does the letter make the
sale ?
The following suggestions are given for improvements
in writing sales letters: (a) Be courteous (b) Be definite
(c) Be correct (d) Be neat (e) Have brevity in sentence
structure (f) Completeness essential (g) Be coherent
(h) Stimulate enthusiasm (i) Be personal but not too
familiar (j) Get action.
The circular or form letter, sometimes known as a

standard letter is used on a large scale by most business
houses. Again, we hear of the fundamentals of advertisements
in writing this type of letter, because, after all, this
might be called an important kind of advertising. These
letters must work for attention, interest, desire and action.
In some respects, they must be disguised to look as much like
regular correspondence as possible.
Since these letters are usually processed, if a large
number is to be distributed, a space is often left for the
insertion of the individual name and address by the typist.
It is necessary that the color of the ink be the same as
that of the printed form.
Booklets, pamphlets, folders, circulars, catalog r;, house
organs and the like should all be stated clearly, made
attractive, for such literature is formed to meet immediate
requests and demands.
Catalogs require more care as to detail than some of
the other types but should be kept as strictly up-to-date
as possible. Clearness and accuracy are most important since
catalogs are the principle form of mail order communication,
particularly when orders amounting to thousands of dollars
are involved. The language must be written so that it can
be understood by the average man. The whole sales story
must be told in the briefest and most correct way and yet
bring forth a desire for an inquiry.
All this printed matter in the form of catalogs, folders,
booklets, circulars, house organs, etc. is used to intensify
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the appeal by giving descriptive details of all the possible
selling features of the merchandise.
It may be preferable to lead prospects gradually to the
buying point by a series of short letters, each dealing with
a single sales value. Follow-up correspondence plays an
important part in this instance. Laws which concern other
classes of letters govern correspondence of this type. Sales
Letters or follow-up correspondence may be one and the same.
Therefore, the same rules apply.
Considerable study is necessary to determine how many
letters will be necessary and for what groups of people.
Habits must be thought of. Time is another element that
requires care. How much time should elapse between letters?
Prospects should not be annoyed at any cost.
These letters are helpful for new commodities, for
speeding up sales, for expanding or introducing products in
new fields, for changing prices or brands, and for any change
of marketing processes requiring more than one letter to
make a sale.
Vital language is very necessary. Mentioning price is
optional with most concerns. Opening sentences should be as
carefully planned as in other sales letters. Attention must
be again sought.
Each case must be analysed to fit the particular needs,
since these letters are used to follow-up customers already
made, to encourage questions, to make new customers, to
repare a way for business, to aid salesmen and so on.
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Every letter in the series should be kept a complete
idea in itself and yet at the same time, form a connecting
link between those preceding and the ones that are to
follow. The letters are also specialized so as to appeal
to distinct classes of prospects. The form should not be
too mechanical nor the language too formal. Repetition is
used quite effectively.
Claims and adjustments are as necessary in business as
credit today. Corporations realize this and set aside de-
partments which take care of these letters exclusively. Even
though all firms strive to keep mistakes at a minimum, they
are nevertheless aware that errors do occur in spite of
careful examination.
When orders cannot be filled at once, companies should
explain frankly the circumstances and not procrastinate.
The chief problem is to satisfy the buyer but at the
same time to protect the seller. The claim should be made
calmly, courteously and as a matter of fact. The facts
should be stated positively but tactfully to secure a prompt
settlement. Consideration and cheerfulness are quite im-
portant since the buyer has a grievance the seller must re-
move. The adjustment is appreciated if made in the right
spirit
.
Promptness is essential in any case for future good-
will. The adjustment letter should be written v/ith the idea
of getting the next order.
Dangerous promises do not make impressions on customers.
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Courteous explanations help in refusing claims. When it is
necessary to refuse, do so without hesitation,
Each case should be given attention no matter how small.
The customer's confidence in the company must be reestablished.
Courtesy is as important, if not more so, than in a
sales letter. Fault finding does not create good feeling.
Try to get the other person's point of view.
Because the adjustment most often requires considerable
tact, it is one of the most difficult kinds of letters to
put together. How eill the adjustment affect the business?
Courtesy and promptness are to be kept constantly in
mind. Some adjustments require longer letters than others,
depending on the particular situation.
Credit usually indicates the seller's faith in the
buyer's ability to pay for goods delivered to him on any but
a cash basis. The credit man asks chiefly: 1. Has the
applicant capital? 2. Has he capacity to pay? 3. Has he
character? He then proceeds to investigate through other
firms where he has done business, through the banks and
through friends of the applicant or business acquaintances.
Refusing credit tactfully and still keeping the good-
will of the applicant is the most difficult type of letter
to be written. Suggesting that dealings made be made on a
cash basis with credit extended later, is generally a good
plan. Dangerous promises, however, must be avoided.
Prompt payments must be emphasized by the credit
manager. Collecting information that will be of benefit to
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the firm is another duty. He, also, tries to educate the
salesmen to get customers to buy what they can afford to
pay for. Repeated patronage is the object.
If the correspondence is business-like, cordial and
positive, it is more apt to get the confidence and good-will
of the customer.
"A good collection letter is one that obtains the pay-
ment of a past-due account and retains the good-will of the
customer .
"
The writer of collection letters must keep in good
humor and be courteous always, even though he may have great
cause to do otherwise. He must avoid giving offense. In-
sistence is very necessary in this letter but keep the
customer and get the money. Future business done with the
customer must be gauged with the amount owed. The habit of
paying promptly should be encouraged in the collection letters
When bills have failed of collection, the collection
letter campaign is begun. Sometimes one letter is sufficient
or perhaps a half dozen will be required. There is no rule
about the number to use, especially.
In a series, the first should state the number of bills
sent and the length of time the account has been standing.
It is a letter of notification. The second letter is one of
inquiry, asking for reasons for non-payment. It suggests
that correction will be gladly made, if there is any error.
The xhird and fourth letters should make various appeals
and arguments. The nexx letter may insist payment be made
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at once. A summary of the case in detail with a tine limit
should be given. The final letter should, like the first,
be one of notification, stating that the account has been
placed in the hands of attorneys or of a collection agency
for settlement. Frequent sales talk may be introduced in
the early part of the series.
Appealing to the debtor's sense of honor is usually
successful or appealing to the quality of sportsmanship.
Sharp language, however, should be kept in the background
until needed. The frank and dignified relation between the
buyer and seller which lies at the foundation of all success-
ful dealings should not be disturbed. Truthfulness, there-
fore, should be added to the qualities of courtesy and
promptness
.
Good business letters are one of the two or three biggest
assets connected with the work of a company. Letters that are
not good may do as much to ruin a business as any other one
thing connected with it.
The first impression of a letter is gained from the
general appearance as a whole. Attention should be given to
the quality of the paper, margins, letterhead, spacing and
typewriting.
The language should be understood by reading the letter
once. Faulty speech reflects on the business standing of
the form. Sentences should not be too long.
The body of the letter should contain separate ideas
in separate paragraphs. If there is a second sheet used,
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there should be more thar. two lines of the body of the
letter on the second sheet.
The writer of the business letter gets a perspective of
his reader through: 1. Personal contact. 2. Firm's salesmen.
3. Newspapers and magazines which the prospective customer
is known to read. 4. Hafcits he is known to possess. 5. Con-
ditions under which he is known to live. 6. From people
with whom he is known to associate.
The correspondent should follow five requisites:
1. Know your subject
2. Have belief or faith in its pur-ose
3. Be ambitious for its success
4. Have enthusiasm for the men behind it
5. Give consideration to the men to whom you write.
It should be constantly kept in mind that all business
letters are sales letters in that they sell either goods or
good-will or both.
The difference in cost between the worst and the best
is slight; the difference in sales and good- will quality,
however, is incalculable.
In Ginn & Company and Lever Brothers Company, considerable
time and effort are spent in training correspondents for
dictating. ability in English is particularly stressed while
business experience is very helpful but not always required.
An actual course of 15 lessons in written English is given
in Lever Brothers Company.
The General Electric Company takes for granted that
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managers know what is expected of them from the college
background acquired previously. Instructions for stenographers
are printed in pamphlet form, however, to be closely followed
when typewriting letters or messages.
Some firms consider an application letter an important
means of finding out whether there is ability in written
English or not while others prefer a questionnaire. The
question of ability in English is decided by assignments
given later or gained in some way from previous information.
Each of these Companies mentioned deals with special
types of letters in a different way. The General Electric
Company does not attempt to stress courtesy or to lead up to
the point gradually but "calls a spade a spade" by coming to
the point at once. Of course, individual cases need individual
attention
.
For example, they do not believe in a series of collection
letters. They admit that claims and adjustments are very
necessary and so are ready for them in the Tervice Department.
Engineering letters are strictly technical, anyhow.
Ginn & Company, dealing with the pringint of school
books, do not have these problems and use letters for
particular cases.
Lever Brothers Company may use a series of collection
letters at times but a personal letter is preferred to take
care of a specific instance, depending on times and conditions.
So, in conclusion, let me mention that some popular writer
has said: "You should not be content to read business books
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alone, and novels and short stories. The more you immerse
yourself in the work of the great writers of good virile
English, the broader and more accurate your vocabulary will
become, the more vigorous your style.*1 The man who wants
to be a first class correspondent must be acquanited with
the best thought of the times. This can best be done by
wide reading.
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